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Preface 

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) play a significant role in 
Nordic economic development through creating employment, stimulating 
competition and developing new technologies and products.  Neverthe-
less, these companies are often disadvantaged by internal and external 
constraints that prevent them from realising their full potential.  Nordic 
governments acknowledge that environmental management forms one of 
these constraints, and accordingly its integration into working practices is 
supported by a range of public sector financial assistance schemes. How-
ever, to date there has been no exploration of the extent of this provision, 
nor is there any comparative knowledge of the impact that these “envi-
ronmental incentives” have on the environmental performance or the 
economic competitiveness of Nordic SMEs. 

This report presents the first cross-national overview and appraisal of 
the main environmental incentives available for SMEs in the Nordic 
countries.  Specifically, it includes detailed descriptions of fifteen envi-
ronmental grants and loans currently or recently offered in Denmark, 
Finland, Norway and Sweden.  Each scheme is presented in accordance 
with a common structure, which facilitates a comparative analysis of 
selected themes and the identification of issues of research significance.  
Thereafter, the focus is restricted to seven schemes, using an extensive 
programme of interviews to determine their impact on a sample of com-
panies drawn from each of the four countries. The data gathered then 
forms the basis for a comparative appraisal of environmental impacts, 
economic impacts and associated outcomes. 

This research was commissioned by the Senior Officials Committee 
for Industrial Policy within the Nordic Council of Ministers. The work 
was carried out by a team at Nordregio, the Nordic Centre for Spatial 
Development in Stockholm, comprising Keith Clement, Senior Research 
Associate, and Moa Tunström and Karin Bradley, Research Fellows. 

The content of the report is based substantially on information derived 
through analysis of materials provided by a range of environmental fi-
nance administrators and meetings with environmental co-ordinators or 
directors within SMEs. We would like to express our appreciation of all 
those who made documentation available, who participated in the inter-
views, and who assisted in the verification process. 

 



 

 



Summary  

This report presents the results of the research project into the availability 
and impact of environmental incentives for Nordic small and medium-
sized enterprises (SMEs). The tasks were divided into two phases with 
inter-related objectives: 
 
• To identify the main environmental incentives available for SMEs in 

the Nordic countries and to prepare a comparative review of this 
provision; and 

• To evaluate the impact of selected incentives on company 
environmental performance and economic competitiveness. 

 
In the first phase, fifteen incentives were selected for inclusion in the 
survey. The choice was based on their clear operational identity, the 
availability of documentation, ready co-operation from the incentive ad-
ministrators and organisations, and their potential to yield the most useful 
insights. In Denmark, the instruments comprised grants relating to envi-
ronmental competence, green jobs, energy efficiency and renewable en-
ergy.  In Finland, the survey included grants for environmental protection 
and energy conservation, and a loan for environmental protection. In 
Norway, the incentives comprised grants for sustainable production and 
consumption, environmental technology and renewable energy, and a 
loan for environmental technology. In Sweden, three grants were re-
viewed, related to environmental management, environmental design, 
environment-driven business development and renewable energy. 

Within the report, these incentives are examined with regard to their 
objectives, instruments, timeframes, core criteria, award rates, and eva-
luation. The findings of the first phase can be summarised as follows. 
Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden each actively supports environ-
mental improvement in SMEs, with wide-ranging thematic coverage and 
objectives. Grants are identified as the most favoured instrument for sup-
porting environmental improvement in SMEs. Project selection utilises 
closely targeted criteria, with successful applicants generally receiving 
support for up to half of eligible costs. Monitoring and evaluation repre-
sent the weakest aspect of incentive administration, providing very lim-
ited information on incentive impact.   
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Accordingly, three issues of research significance informed the second 
phase of research: 
 
• There is a lack of clarity regarding company perceptions, appreciation 

and use of Nordic environmental incentives; 
• Very little information is available concerning the impact of 

incentives on SME environmental performance; and 
• No information is available on whether environmental incentives have 

an impact on SME economic competitiveness. 
 
To pursue these issues, structured interviews were held with a sample of 
32 companies to investigate the impacts of seven different environmental 
incentives. In Denmark, these incentives comprised the Environmental 
Competence Grant and the Green Job Grant, in Finland the Environ-
mental Loan, in Norway the Environmental Technology Loan and the 
Sustainable Production and Consumption Grant, and in Sweden the Envi-
ronmental Design Grant and the Environment-Driven Business Develop-
ment Grant. 

The beneficiary companies identified a range of environmental im-
pacts.  In order of significance, these comprised impacts on resource us-
age, company profile and marketing, production and process methods, 
waste management, corporate environmental strategy, supplier links, and 
environmental management systems. Economic impacts were more diffi-
cult to identify or quantify, precluding a ranking of significance, but im-
pacts were considered from the perspectives of business opportunities and 
market share, employment levels, performance and operating efficiency. 
Associated outcomes included broader environmental learning within 
SMEs. 

The findings of the project second phase can be categorised into five 
main points: 
 
• Within Nordic public sector assistance for industry, environmental 

incentives are supporting a range of environmental investments which, 
in many cases, would not otherwise be realised.   

• In addition to primary impacts such as positive change in company 
practices, environmental incentives have contributed to raising 
environmental awareness amongst SMEs and engendered a greater 
sense of environmental responsibility. 

• Nordic environmental incentives have had identifiable economic 
impacts on company performance. Although in some cases economic 
gains have been modest, SMEs receiving these incentives have 
improved their performance and become more competitive and 
sustainable.  

• The administration and management of environmental incentives 
appears well conducted by agencies and intermediaries, even though 
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beneficiaries are not satisfied with all aspects of intervention. 
Furthermore, outcomes do not always match expectations, 
discouraging some companies from making further environmental 
investments. 

• SMEs are aware of growing uncertainty in public policy regarding the 
future form and scale of environmental incentives. Nevertheless, they 
consider that these schemes should be continued and receive a higher 
public profile. 

 



 

 



1. Introduction  

1.1 Industry and Environment  

Since the publication of the Brundtland Report,1 the international corpo-
rate response has contributed significantly to the operationalisation of 
sustainable development. Over the past ten years in particular, events 
such as the World Industry Conferences on Environmental Management 
have progressively explored and developed this theme, and the Business 
Charter for Sustainable Development, launched by the International 
Chamber of Commerce in 1992, has been a very influential part of this 
initiative. The Charter commits enterprises to improving environmental 
performance and demonstrates to governments and society that business 
takes its environmental responsibilities seriously. Since its launch, the 
ICC Charter has gained considerable support world-wide, having been 
signed by more than 2,300 companies and associations in over 50 coun-
tries, with virtually all economic sectors represented. 

This broad expansion of environmental awareness within industry 
means that the momentum launched by European governments has seen a 
parallel response - mostly by large companies - to improve environmental 
performance.2 The corporate interest in environmental practice has oc-
curred partly as a result of the tightening controls on emissions and waste 
disposal, but also because of changing consumer attitudes to the envi-
ronment and the enhanced standards required by international clients and 
investors. As this degree of environmental awareness heightens, so does 
its potential as a source of enhanced competition between countries and 
between companies. 

1.2 The Ubiquitous SME 

Within the European Union, the competitiveness of small and medium-
sized enterprises (SMEs) is a theme that receives special attention.3  
These companies play a significant and vital role in economic develop-
ment through stimulating competition, developing new technologies and 
products, and by creating jobs. However, there are often internal as well 
as external constraints that prevent them from realising their potential, 

                                                                          
1 World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987.  
2 Vaughan, Scott and Mickle, 1997. 
3 Greenan, Humphreys and McIvor , 1997.  
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and national industrial policies support a range of initiatives and pro-
grammes to assist their growth and development. 

In 1996, a degree of convergence was established in Europe with the 
introduction of a specific EU definition for SMEs.  It identifies these 
enterprises according to employee numbers, turnover or balance sheet 
total and ownership. Accordingly, companies in this category should 
have: fewer than 250 employees; either an annual turnover not exceeding 
EUR 40 million, or an annual balance sheet total not exceeding EUR 27 
million; and independent status, i.e. capital or voting rights owned by a 
larger enterprise cannot exceed the threshold of 25%.4 

Applying these criteria, surveys indicate that within the EU economy, 
SMEs account for nearly all enterprises (99.8%), two-thirds (66.2%) of 
jobs, and over 50% of the turnover in the non-agricultural market sector.5  
Representing such an important proportion of national economies, SMEs 
act as a source of entrepreneurial spirit, competition and innovation, and 
they are fundamental to future business growth.  

Amongst the Nordic countries, statistics available for SMEs during the 
years 1996-97 show that Sweden has by far the largest number of such 
enterprises, and correspondingly the greatest employment and turnover 
totals for this sector (see Table 1). However, when viewed against EU 
totals, the differences appear less dramatic, as Denmark, Finland and 
Sweden respectively have 0.8%, 1.1% and 1.3% of the SMEs, 1.4%, 
0.9% and 1.8% of the employment, and 1.6%, 1.3% and 2.3% of the tur-
nover. 

Table 1: SMES in the Nordic Countries, 1996-976 

 Enterprises Total employment Turnover  

(EUR millions) 

Denmark 159,930 1,057,640 151,173 
Finland 203,290 681,270 117,613 
Norway n.a. n.a. n.a. 
Sweden 241,970 1,306,790 213,215 
EU 18,390,550 74,034,000 9,408,333 

 
SMEs are acknowledged as globally innovative, but they remain at a 
disadvantage in terms of access to finance.7 In certain activities SMEs 
face fewer constraints than large enterprises, but once a project has been 
launched, the high cost of innovation and lack of finance are frequently-
quoted problems. Consequently, even though the main objectives of in-
novation are to capture new markets or market share and to improve pro-
ducts and services, SMEs actively seek to reduce the cost of labour on 
account of their high staff-costs ratios. In addition, they are generally 
                                                                          

4 Commission of the European Communities, 1996. 
5 Commission of the European Communities, 2001, p15. 
6 Commission of the European Communities, 2001. 
7 OECD, 2001. 
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more dependent than large enterprises on short-term debt, and conse-
quently interest charges tend to form a greater proportion of their turn-
over.   

The problem of SMEs accessing finance is the subject of attention in 
the EU multi-annual programmes for SMEs and for Enterprise and Entre-
preneurship (2001-2005). Nevertheless, given these existing financial 
constraints, this is clearly a factor that would discourage or even prevent 
companies from investing in environmental change. 

With regard to their environmental characteristics, the total impact of 
SMEs is still unknown. A figure of 70% has been offered as an estimate 
of the SME contribution to pollution levels, but without hard data, a pre-
cise figure cannot be calculated.8  Nevertheless, such a high estimate - 
even though provisional - indicates that this dimension of SME impact is 
expected to be significant. 

Companies of all sizes experience impacts from environmental regula-
tion, but SMEs have fewer resources, fewer staff and less time to become 
familiar either with legislative obligations or with the assistance avail-
able. Similarly, whereas larger companies can afford their own environ-
mental units or environmental managers, for SMEs this is often not pos-
sible. In consequence, SMEs continue to miss opportunities firstly be-
cause of a basic lack of information, failing to see the benefits of 
undertaking environmental or sustainable development activities, and 
secondly through risk aversion, as a consequence of a company's percep-
tion of likely poor rates of return from undertaking environmental pro-
jects.  

Whereas SMEs may appreciate the importance of good environmental 
practice, they are frequently unaware of how this can best be achieved. 
For example, research by the Business Environmental Barometer (Hel-
sinki School of Economics) has indicated that large companies in Finland 
have substantially incorporated environmental thinking, building up in-
ternal systems for environmental affairs, but SMEs have not integrated 
environmental factors nearly as effectively. At the same time, SMEs 
seem eager to use environmental arguments in their marketing efforts, 
and they acknowledge that eco-competitiveness is an important success 
factor alongside the price-quality ratio applicable to a company's goods or 
services.9 

1.3 Linking Environmental and Economic Performance 

The relationship between the environmental and economic performance 
of firms has been studied for some time, generally focusing on regulation 
as the catalyst.  However, no conclusive results have emerged, ascribed to 
                                                                          

8 Hillary, 2000, p11. 
9 Virtanen, 1997. 
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the following reasons: early studies used only small samples, they fre-
quently lacked objective measures of environmental performance - using 
pollution control expenditure to proxy for environmental performance - 
and they used data that is now very old;10 and empirical studies have of-
ten made no distinctions between different approaches to improving envi-
ronmental performance, such as end-of-pipe treatment or reduction of 
pollution at source, and they have not accounted for moderating factors 
such as firm size, processes used, market structure of the industry, and the 
regulatory characteristics of the country of location.11 

In more recent studies, these shortcomings have been reduced, but 
pro

 hypothesis' presents a positive view of regu-
lat

The relationship between environmental goals and industrial competitiveness has 

 
 the new paradigm, it is argued that properly designed environmental 

o been widely challenged: 

If the Porter hypothesis were true, then why do we see firms lobbying against en-

dence.15   
                                                                         

blems are still encountered with different questions being asked in 
different studies, incompatible methodologies being used, or different 
problems being examined.  

Nevertheless, the 'Porter
ory impact: 

normally been thought of as involving a trade-off between social benefits and pri-
vate costs…Framed this way, environmental improvement becomes a kind of 
arm-wrestling match. One side pushes for tougher standards; the other tries to beat 
the standards back. Our central message is that the environment-competitiveness 
debate has been framed incorrectly.12 

In
standards can trigger innovation that may partially or more than fully 
offset the costs of regulatory compliance. This win-win scenario has been 
supported in published studies. In an example from the US chemicals 
sector, the response by Du Pont to regulatory change is considered to 
have brought enhanced profits, pre-empted further and potentially stricter 
controls by the regulators, and given the company a 'first mover' advan-
tage.13 In other cases, environmental management responses encompass-
ing minor changes in technologies and organisational practices as well as 
major innovations in products and process have generated substantial cost 
savings in companies.14  
However, the positive perspective has als

vironmental protection programs instead of lobbying for tighter environmental 
regulation?  Porter and van der Linde cite dozens of examples that allegedly but-
tress their case.  But 'examplerism' is no substitute for systematic empirical evi-

 
10 Cohen, Fenn and Naimon, 1995; Konar and Cohen, 1997. 
11 Wagner and Wehrmeyer, 2001 & 2002. 
12 Porter and Van der Linde, 1995, p97. 
13 Howes, Skea and Whelan, 1997, p34. 
14 Gouldson and Murphy, 1998, p23. 
15 Neumayer, 1998, p39. 
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In e 
potential im ct of environmental regulation. For example, the relative 

at it would be more advantageous 
to 

1.4 Environmental Incentives for Business and Industry 

-
wards environmental compliance, aiming for win-win scenarios.17  How-

e

i  to 
per

Offering subsidies to industry can be a controversial policy measure, 
generally raising objections on the grounds of unfair competition, distor-
                             

a third category of studies, much less significance is attached to th
pa

stringency or laxity of environmental standards has been described as 
having little or no influence on the general competitiveness of countries 
or on their trade balances. This conclusion was based on examinations of 
the relationship between the costs of compliance, environmental regula-
tions and international trade patterns. Basically, environmental compli-
ance does not represent a large share of overall costs to industry, and in 
most sectors it accounts for only between one and two per cent of total 
costs or turnover.16   

Evidently, research into regulatory impact appears to be both contra-
dictory and inconclusive, suggesting th

pursue an alternative and more transparent means of promoting envi-
ronmental competitiveness. In practice, this role may be partly fulfilled 
by the public sector provision of environmental subsidies. 

In previous years, governments relied on regulation to push SMEs to

ever, rather than positively impacting on companies, the experience was 
often characterised by increased costs and reduced profits, and in som  
cases companies were even pushed into bankruptcy.18  In the Nordic con-
text, a survey established to test the win-win hypothesis showed clearly 
that strict regulation had disadvantaged those firms.19  

More recently, there has been a change in approach, moving away 
from legislating firms to change their practices, and instead seek ng

suade them to do so. In Denmark, for example, there has been a move 
from regulation to co-operation and 'gentle coercion', and in Finland, 
levying charges and imposing fines on companies is no longer seen as the 
most effective way to tackle environmental threats.20  Governments now 
seek to help enterprises develop a longer-term approach to business man-
agement, improving their business prospects while encouraging them to 
invest in new technology, better R&D, product development and activi-
ties that are sustainable in economic, social and environmental terms. Part 
of this initiative includes the provision of financial incentives for envi-
ronmental improvement. 

                                             
16 Stevens, 1993. 
17 Porter and van der Linde, 1995. 
18 Palmer, Oates and Portney, 1995; Jaffe, Peterson and Stavins, 1995. 
19 Brännlund, Hetemäki, Kriström and Romstad, 1996.  
20 Georg, 1994; Kylä-Harakka-Ruonala quoted in Virtanen, 1997.  
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tions to international trade and inefficiency.21  Furthermore, in the envi-
ronmental arena, pressures on government and industry have increased 
wi

priate incentives to avoid damaging the environment, and 
it 

or-specific development. For technology alone, a comparative 
sur

ging from forthcoming envi-
ron

                                                                         

th the introduction of the Polluter Pays Principle (PPP).  This assertion 
that polluting companies should bear the cost of measures to reduce pol-
lution has meant that the legitimacy of environmental subsidies has again 
been questioned.  Nevertheless, Environment Ministers from OECD 
countries have accepted that various forms of economic instruments must 
be used in working towards environmental policy goals.  In practice, most 
European countries have made exceptions to the PPP, and a range of in-
centive schemes now supports the transition to sustainability.  

Research studies that favour environmental finance maintain that these 
policy instruments are perfectly compatible with market competitiveness. 
On the basis of econometric analysis, it is argued that supporting envi-
ronmental R&D, technological innovation and diffusion provides firms 
with very appro

ultimately has a positive effect on economic growth.22 In addition, 
OECD research has concluded that financially assisting the transfer to 
cleaner technologies is considered economically justifiable if the costs are 
offset by cumulative environmental and social gains.23 

Of the environmental finance offered directly to industry in Europe, 
the themes range from general environmental protection and investment 
to specific research and development applications. These incentives typi-
cally support cleaner technology, environmental auditing, implementing 
environmental management systems, skills training, sustainable transport 
and sect

vey published in 1997 identified 34 incentives operational in the EU 
Member States, and one-fifth of these contained an SME clause, i.e. that 
small and medium-sized firms should receive preference, higher rates of 
award or exclusive access.24 This is sometimes linked to location, for 
example with all firms being eligible in enterprise zones, but only SMEs 
outside these zones. 

Broader aims of environmental incentives include raising awareness 
of global issues surrounding sustainable development and encouraging 
companies to develop strategic responses through sustainable business 
planning. This could encompass improvements in operating costs, re-
source efficiency and the management or recycling of waste, and perhaps 
even identify business opportunities emer

mental legislation. 
Three main forms of environmental incentive are available in Europe. 

These comprise grants, soft loans (offered at below-market rates of inter-
est or with repayment holidays) and tax concessions through accelerated 

 
21 OECD, 1997. 
22 Carraro and Galeotti, 1997. 
23 OECD, 1994. 
24 Clement, 1997. 
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depreciation allowances. Grants tend to dominate, particularly amongst 
environmental technology schemes, accounting for 60 percent of the as-
sistance available; soft loans comprise 30 percent of the total; and special 
dep

ty, 
up

e uptake and response from industry regarding 
the

 
i)   to identify the main environmental incentives available for SMEs in 

w of this pro-
vision; and  

 
                                                                         

reciation allowances account for the remaining 10 percent.  
Within the Nordic countries, survey research has generally not fo-

cused on the incidence of environmental incentives, but rather on envi-
ronmental disincentives in the form of market-based instruments such as 
charges or taxes25 or on broad-based thematic evaluations.26 Although 
certain major schemes such as the former Swedish Ecocycle Billion have 
been critically appraised and the results made public, the availabili

take and effect of differentiated environmental finance has been neither 
categorised nor evaluated at national or Nordic level. Although a number 
of such schemes are currently operational in Denmark, Finland, Norway 
and Sweden, information on the impact of these incentives on the per-
formance and competitiveness of individual SMEs - of considerable im-
portance for policymakers and companies alike - currently does not exist. 

Lack of knowledge of existing environmental incentives means that 
companies are distanced from taking steps towards technical and manage-
rial progress. Furthermore, without overview data from different sectors 
or countries, practical comparisons cannot be made, either to support 
investment decisions or to appraise whether other national administra-
tions use more effective methods. Of the more accessible incentives, 
there is no knowledge of th

 themes and forms of assistance that are most popular or the motives 
for participation. For example, if these companies are already environ-
mentally knowledgeable, the message may be missing the most vulner-
able SMEs that need to be steered towards sustainable working practices.  

1.5 Project Aim, Objectives and Methodology 

The aim of the research project was to determine the availability, uptake 
and impact of environmental incentives for Nordic SMEs. In fulfilment of 
this aim, the fieldwork was divided into two phases with inter-related 
objectives: 

the Nordic countries and to prepare a comparative revie

ii)   to evaluate the impact of selected incentives on company environ-
mental performance and economic competitiveness. 

 
25 Brännlund and Kriström, 1999a and 1999b; Swedish Environmental Protection Agency, 1997. 
26 The Finnish Ministry of Trade and Industry established a Working Group to review aspects of 

its Energy Conservation Programme relating to the efficiency of energy consumption. 
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The methodology for the first phase of research comprised an extended 
period of data gathering, supplemented by consultation with incentive 
dministrators, to establish an overview of financial instruments in each 

surv
availability of documentation, ready co-operation from the incentive ad-

most useful 
insi

The second phase included face-to-face interviews with companies to 

nt environmental incentives.27   

• 
-4 years, so allowing sufficient time to elapse for a sample of 

successful applicants to be easily identifiable; and  

s of 

 

ass dvisory Panel.  The selection criteria included: 

•  
itative 

information;  

       

a
national context. Fifteen incentives were selected for inclusion in the 

ey. The choice was based on their clear operational identity, the 

ministrators and organisations, and their potential to yield the 
ghts. 

investigate the implementation of different environmental incentives, and 
the preparation of analyses and a thematic comparison of project experi-
ence and impacts. Several officials from industry and environment minis-
tries acted as an informal Advisory Panel (see Appendix 1). They verified 
the selection of individual schemes for deeper investigation and advised 
on the choice of companies for the interview programme. Structured in-
terviews were held with a sample of 32 companies to investigate the im-
pacts of 7 differe

In terms of their characteristics, the incentives met the following crite-
ria: 
 
• The thematic coverage and associated objectives were broad, ranging 

from conventional environmental management to supporting 
technology innovation and strengthening the competitive ability of 
beneficiary companies;28  

• grants and loans were included, ensuring that both forms of instrument 
are surveyed;  
most of the schemes were operational and had been available for at 
least 3

• the project selection criteria used within the schemes were varied and 
wide-ranging, ensuring a cross-section of project types in term
specific content. 

For each scheme, five beneficiary companies were identified with the 
istance of the A

 
expectation of full co-operation with the survey process, making time
available for interview and supplying relevant quant

                                                                   
27 This number was originally set at eight schemes, but in the second nominated Finnish scheme, 

it w ard. 

 incen-
e, 

were less advantageous for fulfilling this project’s inter-related research objectives. 

as not possible to identify a sufficient number of appropriate SMEs that had received the aw
28 Whereas schemes dedicated specifically to energy were common to each country, these

tives had a restricted remit, oriented more towards efficiency rather than environmental performanc
and so they 
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• recent receipt of the award, but with sufficient time elapsed to see 
beneficial impacts; 
that the individua• l who orchestrated the incentive application should 
still be with the company; and 

o there 
should be output material and performance results to review. 

1.6 Report Structure 

Fo tion, the report is divided into a further ten chap-

aterials gathered during the first phase, 
 

ava
ves, dra-

wing together the information from meetings with companies. A common 
structure is used for data presentation, with the following components: 

eneficiaries, project design, incentive impact, 
and administration. 

e impacts. Chapter 11 presents brief conclusions. 

• a likelihood of finding positive impacts i.e. the project purpose was to 
reveal direct evidence of environmental and economic impact, s

llowing this Introduc
ters.   

Chapter 2 reviews the survey m
presenting a comparative overview of fifteen environmental incentives

ilable for SMEs in the Nordic countries. 
Chapters 3-9 work through each of the seven selected incenti

incentive characteristics, b

Chapter 10 presents a thematic comparison of company experiences 
and incentiv

 



 

 



2. Environmental Incentives for 
SMEs in the Nordic Countries 

2.1 Introduction 

Within the Nordic countries, a range of environmental incentives is avail-
able for SMEs either directly or indirectly through intermediaries.  In the 
first stage of this project, fifteen incentives were identified as meriting 
attention. Two points of clarification are necessary regarding the choice 
of schemes.  Firstly, a number of the incentives are available to compa-
nies of all sizes, and so they are not exclusive to SMEs.  However, they 
were included because they form part of the overall selection open to 
small and medium-sized firms. Secondly, the coverage includes existing 
and recently completed incentives in an approach designed to maximise 
the insights into different scheme types and experiences. 

In Denmark, the survey focused on four grants relating to environ-
mental competence, green jobs, energy efficiency and renewable energy.  
In Finland, the survey included two grants for environmental protection 
and energy conservation, and a loan for environmental protection.  In 
Norway, three grants were included, relating to sustainable production 
and consumption, environmental technology and renewable energy, and a 
loan for environmental technology. Lastly, in Sweden, four grants were 
surveyed, covering environmental management, environmental design, 
environment-driven business development and renewable energy (see 
Table 1). 

In the approach to data gathering, a common structure was used for 
each incentive, as follows: 
 
• background and funding base, outlining any relevant history, legal 

developments or scheme evolution, and identifying, where available, 
the scale of funding that supports incentive implementation; 

• eligible activity and spatial coverage, describing the themes and 
actions for which the incentive can be received, and the territorial 
boundaries within which it is available; 

• project selection, following the application process from formal 
submission to project assessment criteria and re-submission 
procedures, where applicable; 

• award characteristics, identifying typical rates or scales of award, 
upper limits, levels of approvals and any conditions that may 
accompany award decisions; 
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• company characteristics, assessing the degree of environmental 
knowledge within applicant companies as well as their sectoral origin; 
and 

• scheme evaluation, noting the frequency and orientation of 
evaluations performed within recent years.  

Table 1: Environmental Incentives for SMEs in the Nordic Countries (surveyed 2002) 

Denmark 

• Environmental Competence Grant, Danish Environmental Protection Agency  
• Green Jobs Grant, Danish Environmental Protection Agency  
• Energy Efficiency Grant, Danish Energy Agency 
• Renewable Energy Grant, Danish Energy Agency  

Finland 

• Environmental Protection Grant, Ministry of Environment  
• Environmental Protection Loan, Finerva  
• Energy Conservation Grant, Motiva 

Norway 

• Sustainable Production and Consumption Grant, GRIP 
• Environmental Technology Grant, Norwegian Pollution Control Authority  
• Environmental Technology Loan, SND 
• Renewable Energy Grant, Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate 

Sweden 

• Environmental Management Grant, NUTEK 
• Environmental Design Grant, NUTEK 
• Environment-Driven Business Development Grant, NUTEK 
• Renewable Energy Grant, Swedish Energy Authority  

 

Upon completion, this baseline survey was published as a first-stage re-
port.29 For reference within this report, the key characteristics for all fif-
teen incentives are summarised in Appendix 2. 

Drawing upon the information presented for Denmark, Finland, Nor-
way and Sweden, this section conducts a comparative analysis of factors 
fundamental to Nordic environmental incentives. The issues addressed in 
the following sub-sections comprise incentive objectives, instruments, 
timeframes, core criteria, award rates, evaluation, key findings and issues 
of research significance. 

2.2 Incentive Objectives 

Four broad themes were identified in incentive coverage, those of envi-
ronmental management, environmental technology, environmental em-
ployment and sectoral competitiveness, and energy efficiency and renew-
ables. Within these themes, the range of objectives specified in the incen-
tive guidelines indicates the associated priorities, form of change and 

                                                                          
29 Clement and Hansen, 2002. 
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end-states that each administration seeks to realise.  An overview of the 
content of objectives, organised by theme, is presented in Table 2. 

From a practical perspective, these objectives show a very wide cov-
erage from launching research and development through to implementing 
feasible solutions with environmental technology and energy invest-
ments. From an enterprise perspective, the missions include raising 
awareness and skills levels, creating new jobs and equipping companies 
to compete in the specialist environmental sector.  

Considered on a country basis, Denmark covers a wide spectrum of 
the comprehensive range of activities supported.  The Danish grants aim 
to develop new skills in companies, to encourage and support the pur-
chase of new technology and the promotion of R&D in energy technol-
ogy, while creating jobs that are environmentally friendly.   

In Finland, the overarching theme of environmental protection is used 
to stimulate a range of activities such as new technology development, 
co-operation and good practice, as well as informing SMEs about envi-
ronmental responsibilities and environmental opportunities in technology, 
new products and competitiveness. The energy objectives encompass a 
host of related activities including efficiency surveys, audits, action plans 
and linked investments. 

In Norway, environmental technology is the major theme. Initially, 
support was focused on cleaner production assessments, pilot projects 
and the pursuit of technical solutions. This was subsequently augmented 
by the purchase or development of environment-friendly technology that 
would reduce harmful emissions. In addition to energy efficiency, there is 
also direct support for eco-efficiency, environmental management sys-
tems and knowledge transfer. 

Lastly, in Sweden, the incentive objectives have been very focused on 
SME development, with a series of schemes sequentially covering envi-
ronmental management, design and environment-driven business.  These 
initially related to securing high environmental awareness and increasing 
activity on improving product design, both of which are now combined in 
an incentive addressing operations, products and environmental manage-
ment systems.  The renewable energy support has the objective of in-
creasing capacity in wave and wind power. 
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Table 2: Incentive Objectives by Theme  

Environmental Management 

• Increase environmental awareness and working practices 
• Develop skills in new areas, including product design 

Environmental Technology 

• Promote research and development 
• Reduce emissions through introducing new technology and cleaner production 

Environmental Employment & Sectoral Competitiveness 

• Promote growth and new and existing specialisms in the environmental sector  
• Create environment-friendly jobs 

Energy Efficiency & Renewables 

• Support research and investment to increase capacity in renewables 
• Promote energy efficiency through surveys, audits, action plans and associated investment 

2.3 Instruments 

Of the fifteen incentives surveyed, thirteen are grants and two are loans.  
In comparison with the European overview of environmental instruments 
quoted in the Introduction, the Nordic countries have utilised a greater 
proportion of grants recently, registering 87% as opposed to 60% in the 
European survey.30 With regard to loans, the corresponding figures are 
13% usage in the Nordic countries, compared with a European figure of 
30% (see Figure 1). 

Clearly, the European survey was carried out some years before the 
Nordic research, and in contrast to the present study it focused exclu-
sively on environmental technology incentives.31  Nevertheless, a broad 
comparison of the relative popularity of different types of instrument 
conveys a certain sense of perspective. 

With the recent closure of the Norwegian Environmental Protection 
Loan, three of the four Nordic countries surveyed now offer only grants.  
Of these three, the Swedish administration is unusual in that the grants do 
not reach individual companies directly, but instead they are disseminated 
through regional networks in activities designed to benefit SMEs overall.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                          
30 The European survey covered the twelve member states prior to Nordic EU accession.  Den-

mark was the only Nordic country included, and at that time it had two environmental incentives, 
namely a grant for the promotion of environmental technology and a loan for environmental projects. 

31 Clement, 1997. 
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Figure 1: Incentive Type  
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2.4 Timeframes 

The incentives chosen for the survey are all current or recent initiatives.  
This means that the picture presented is selective rather than comprehen-
sive with regard to time-series. However, the overview allows distinc-
tions between longer-running and relatively new incentives, as well as 
identifying schemes with a short lifespan that operated for a few years 
only (see Figure 2). 

In Finland, all the incentives were operational at the survey date of 
2002, and they remain active. In Denmark, government policy revisions 
determined that the grants for green jobs and environmental competence 
were discontinued in 2001 and 2003 respectively.  The energy incentives 
are the longest standing in both countries, with the Danish schemes hav-
ing been operational for 11 and 14 years and the Finnish scheme for 12 
years. The remaining environmental incentives appeared in the second 
half of the 1990s, within the last 5-8 years. 

In Norway, environmental technology incentives were operational 
over a ten-year period, with the loan succeeding the grant when its pro-
jects were completed. However, the sustainable production incentive has 
been in existence for the longest consecutive period, now totalling 12 
years of operation. The renewable energy grant is more recent, having 
been launched seven years ago. 

In Sweden, the timeframes are quite different than in the other coun-
tries. The surveyed incentives were all launched within the last seven 
years, but only two remain, and one of these was launched very recently, 
in 2001. 
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Figure 2: Incentive Timeframes  

  1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 

 Denmark                                                     

 
Environmental  
Competence                            1999-2003
 Green Jobs                     1997-2001      

 Energy Efficiency                   1993 -                     

 Renewable Energy        1990 -                                    

 Finland                                                   

 
Environmental Protection 
(G)                       1996-           

 
Environmental Protection 
(L)                       1997-         

 Energy Conservation                         1992 -            

 Norway                                           

 Sustainable Production                         1992 -            

 
Environmental Technology 
(G)       1990-1996                       

 
Environmental Technology 
(L)                   1998-2000     

 Renewable Energy                     1997-        

 Sweden                                                   

 
Environmental  
Management                 1996-1998         

 Environmental Design                    1997-2000        

 
Environment-Driven  
Business                          2001- 
 Renewable Energy                        1997 -            

2.5 Core Criteria 

Selection criteria form an essential component of the project appraisal 
process. They support the basic standards that must be met, while refining 
the method by which projects are assessed, and they can also introduce 
additional dimensions when projects compete for the available funding.   

Some core criteria are clear and straightforward to meet, following 
which a grant, loan or tax concession may be automatically awarded.  In 
other cases, the systems are discretionary, allowing decision-makers the 
opportunity to select and support the best projects. In such scenarios, 
scoring systems may be developed and weighted, especially if there are 
limited funds and an excess of project applications. 

The application process can also affect how the criteria are used. For 
example, with fixed deadlines for applications to be submitted, the choice 
between projects is simplified, and they compete on an equal basis.  By 
contrast, if applications are accepted on an on-going basis, administrators 
cannot be certain whether better project ideas that exceed the criteria will 
arrive later in the year. In such cases, departments sometimes retain a 
proportion of funds as a reserve to support exceptional projects. 
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Combining the criteria in accordance with the themes identified in Sec-
tion 2.2, a wide range of applied factors is addressed in assessing project 
eligibility (see Table 3). Some factors are more measurable than others, 
but overall they can be drawn together to present a rigorous appraisal of a 
project’s quality. 

Viewed by country, environmental technology in Denmark should ap-
ply a new theory or product, demonstrate growth potential, and have 
demonstration value; whereas energy technology should indicate CO2 
reduction and compatibility with national energy technology pro-
grammes.  In comparison, the company-oriented criteria focus on skills 
development, knowledge levels, staff commitment, means to achieve 
results, and anticipated impacts on company development. 

In Finland, the environmental protection schemes have wide-ranging 
criteria, encompassing environmental analysis, expected environmental 
benefits, innovative character, job-creation potential, technical feasibility, 
risk assessment and the company financial base. The energy scheme em-
ploys conventional quality criteria as well as a requirement to participate 
in energy agreements. 

The two Norwegian environmental technology schemes relied on si-
milar criteria, even though separated in time, namely emissions reduction, 
eco-efficiency, resource efficiency, innovative content, and knowledge 
transfer capacity. Renewable energy core criteria currently include energy 
savings and innovative content. The sustainable production incentive 
incorporates a range of standard criteria, but it also asks for evidence of 
demand and competitive attributes.  

Table 3: Core Criteria by Theme  

Environmental Management 

Previous knowledge and skill levels, staff commitment, how results will be achieved, impact 
on company development, sectoral base, local significance, value-added, accessibility of d
mentation, product design. 

ocu-

Environmental Technology 

Growth potential, innovative character, technical feasibility, demonstration value for other 
projects, scope for knowledge transfer, positive environmental impact on problem addressed, 
evidence of demand, emissions reduction, eco-efficiency and resource efficiency. 
Environmental Employment & Sectoral Competitiveness 

Sustainability of employment, environmental improvement contribution, environmental m
agement and quality systems experience, environmental products, local significance. 

an-

Energy Efficiency & Renewables 

Impact on CO2 reduction, compatibility with national energy programmes, participation in energy 
conservation agreements, scale of generation, amount of energy to be saved, innovative content. 

 
In Sweden, the previous SME environmental incentives shared common 
criteria on project feasibility, sectoral base, local establishment, value 
added and the accessibility of documentation. With the current SME in-
centive, the accumulated experience was used to suggest additional crite-
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ria on environmental management systems, quality systems experience, 
and a focus on environmental products. The energy scheme addresses the 
scale of electricity generation and cost efficiency.  

2.6 Award Rates 

Published rates of award highlight the full range of percentage capacity 
upon which decision-makers can draw. However, average awards are 
generally lower than advertised maxima, with agencies seeking to agree 
the lowest amount of subsidy that will ensure a project commitment. Ac-
cordingly, the upper award limits quoted in Appendix 2 indicate the 
power or range available, but in practice they are rarely used. Neverthe-
less, for exceptional or interesting projects, the option to award this level 
of subsidy exists. 

Viewed across countries, approximately half of the grants peak around 
a 50% award level, three of them extend as far as 100%, depending on 
circumstances, and the three others fall within the 10-30% range, varying 
with the project theme. Of the two loans, neither has an upper limit finan-
cially, but the Norwegian interest rate was fixed at 4.6%, and the Finnish 
one sets its interest level below market rates. 

In Denmark, the grant awards range from 26-100% of project costs, 
the two extremes being occupied by the energy grants. Upper limits were 
imposed on the grants at DKK 300,000 for environmental competence, 
DKK 600,000 for environmental technology, and DKK 10 million for 
energy efficiency. 
In Finland, environmental protection is supported at between 50-100%, 
with a minimum financial threshold of EUR 17,000. The energy grant has 
an upper limit of EUR 83,000, with different rates for energy audits and 
advanced technology (reflecting the greater expense associated with 
technology). 

In Norway, the three grants have similar award ranges, collectively 
between 40% and 60%. The sustainable production grant is unusual in 
specifying that no financial upper limit is observed on awards. 

In Sweden, the only direct grant (awarded to companies) is for renew-
able energy, and it has a low maximum award rate of 10% of costs, but 
no upper limit financially. In comparison, the three indirect grants all 
observe 50% as the upper award limit, the only exception being for envi-
ronment-driven business development, which allows up to 100% for pilot 
studies. The business development grant has an upper limit of SEK 
100,000, a considerable reduction from the previous financial maximum 
of SEK 500,000. 
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2.7 Evaluation 

Periodic evaluation of the impact of incentives on companies is useful in 
identifying strengths, weaknesses, and lessons for future practice or in-
centive administration. The insights derived can also direct research to-
wards systemic variables that appear especially effective or conversely 
that appear to undermine an incentive’s operation.  

At the point of survey in 2002, the formal evaluation of environmental 
incentives within the Nordic countries generally appeared insubstantial, 
with little investment placed into scheme monitoring or evaluation.   

Denmark was the only exception, where a number of evaluations had 
been conducted for each incentive, ranging from 1999 to 2001 in imple-
mentation. For example, within the environmental competence scheme, 
the beneficiary companies had prepared self-evaluation reports, and the 
green jobs initiative has been evaluated both at mid-term and the end of 
phase one.  The energy incentives were evaluated in 1999 and 2001. 

In Finland, less evaluation has been carried out.  For the environ-
me

f impacts on companies had not been carried 
ou

survey recorded the lowest level of evaluation. 
Al

ntal protection grant, an evaluation was planned, going beyond previ-
ous work that focused on a single region only. No evaluations had been 
performed for the environmental loan, other than material relating to the 
EU level of engagement.  With regard to the energy grant, selected en-
ergy conservation agreements had been evaluated, examining CO2 emis-
sions and energy costs. 

In Norway, evaluations o
t. However, for the sustainable production grant, internal evaluations 

had lead to project selection criteria being modified, and a full evaluation 
was expected. For the technology schemes, the grant was last evaluated in 
1995, and the loan had been subjected to an internal evaluation that loo-
ked at cumulative impacts. In comparison, the renewable energy grant 
had been evaluated, not for environmental benefits, but only for the 
amount of energy saved. 

Lastly, in Sweden the 
though the two earlier SME schemes incorporated evaluations focusing 

on company experiences, these studies considered neither environmental 
nor economic impacts. The currently operational business development 
incentive had not been evaluated. For renewable energy, the only avail-
able data appeared within annual reports published by beneficiary com-
panies. 
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2.8 Key Points 

• Each of the Nordic countries surveyed actively supports 
environmental improvement in SMEs 

 
Acknowledging the financial challenges faced by small and medium-
sized enterprises, the practice of supporting companies through public-
sector subsidy is recognised as an important element in securing an envi-
ronmental transition. This principle extends to each of Denmark, Finland, 
Norway and Sweden.   

Common attributes can be identified in the sophisticated procedures 
used in approving projects for funding, a current preference for grants as 
the main instrument, and the broadly similar financial parameters within 
which incentive awards are made.  Distinctions between the national con-
texts include factors such as the level of annual budgets committed for 
individual incentives, the means by which funds are distributed, the time-
scale of incentive operation, the choice of environmental themes to pur-
sue, and the conduct of monitoring and evaluation.   
 
• The thematic coverage of incentives and the specific objectives 

addressed are very wide-ranging in content 
 
For each of the four environmental themes of management, employment, 
technology and energy, financial support schemes are operational within 
the Nordic countries. Thereafter, within this framework, each country has 
identified an area for concerted action. For Denmark and Sweden, this 
would primarily relate to environmental management, whereas for 
Finland and Norway greater attention has been given to environmental 
technology. 

As a long-standing issue, energy receives support in all four countries.  
However, although the outcomes are usually beneficial from an environ-
mental perspective, this theme is often driven more by concerns of energy 
efficiency rather than ecological improvement. 

Collectively, the incentive objectives relate to a spectrum of environ-
mental activity including increasing awareness generally, developing 
skills and employment in the environmental sector, supporting purchases 
that reduce emissions and facilitate the transition to renewable energy, 
changing working practices, and promoting research and development to 
bring forward technological advances. 
 
• In recent years, grants have been favoured as the most appropriate 

instrument for supporting environmental improvement in SMEs.   
 
In contrast to European trends, the Nordic countries have utilised grants 
more widely, but with national differences in the way that the finance is 
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distributed. In particular, rather than giving funds directly to companies, 
the Swedish approach is to distribute the grants via an intermediary, so 
constituting indirect support considered to bring broader benefits. 

Overall, there is an expectation that environmental funding will be re-
duced over time, as will the number of schemes supporting environmental 
activity. Within this scenario, rather than turning towards loans as the 
next step, it is anticipated that tax concessions will succeed grants as a 
means of assisting the financial requirements of SMEs. 

However, this aspect of public sector subsidy has proved to be very 
dynamic recently.  Two-thirds of the surveyed incentives appeared within 
the last seven years, and a number of those new schemes appeared and 
disappeared or became integrated during that period. This suggests that 
experimentation will continue as administrators seek the most effective 
instrument. 
 
• The project selection process is characterised by closely targeted 

criteria, following which successful applicants generally receive 
support for up to half of eligible costs. 

 
With competition for funding, project selection is linked to different crite-
ria in each country, varying with the sectoral priorities and specific prob-
lems tackled.  In some cases, systems of project scoring and weighting 
have evolved to enable prioritisation, though in practice some criteria 
prove to be more difficult to measure than others, requiring a degree of 
subjective assessment.  

In addition to the technical requirements and themes such as innova-
tion, the expectations placed on company profiles include an active inter-
est in skills development, knowledge accumulation, staff commitment, 
product demand and other competitive attributes. 

For those companies that receive incentives, the most common award 
limit is around 50 percent of costs, best exemplified by the surveyed 
Norwegian schemes, which would represent an equal contribution from 
public and private sector sources. Several incentives have upper limits 
financially, a precautionary measure against large projects draining these 
resources.  
 
• Monitoring and evaluation are weak in incentive administration, being 

generally insubstantial and providing very limited information on 
incentive impact. 

 
With the exception of Denmark, where a number of evaluations have 
recently been completed, the impact of incentives has not been closely 
examined. The monitoring activity that does exist is frequently not in 
depth, with little insight into elements such as incentive uptake and usage.  
In some cases, these problems originate in application forms designed 
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without questions of subsequent evaluation in mind; in other instances, 
competing administrative pressures have not allowed adequate time for 
structuring and analysing data returned from completed projects.  

To appreciate the hidden and longer-term impacts, there is a need to 
investigate at company level to ascertain the relative influence and effec-
tiveness of particular forms and levels of funding.  Evaluations have not 
been directed at appraising outcomes from such a perspective, meaning 
that decision-makers have inadequate qualitative and quantitative infor-
mation either to target new policy initiatives or to justify existing or re-
cent interventions. 

2.9 Issues of Research Significance  

The first-stage survey highlighted administrative systems and docu-
mented the incentive instruments that exist, but it also revealed that de-
tailed knowledge regarding the impact and effectiveness of incentives is 
not accessible. Consequently, the following three issues guided the sec-
ond phase of this research project. 
 
• There is a lack of clarity regarding company perceptions, appreciation 

and use of Nordic environmental incentives 
 
Fundamentally, it is important for incentive administrators to understand 
how these beneficiaries experience the system.  For example, are incen-
tives marketed effectively, is the form of incentive appropriate, and how 
much significance is attached to the receipt of a subsidy?  With regard to 
usage, why was the funding pursued initially, and how was it used within 
the company?  What activities did it support (e.g. training, product devel-
opment, resource management etc), and did the commitment correspond 
with expectations? 
 
• Very little information is available concerning the impact of 

incentives on SME environmental performance  
 
For companies that have accepted incentives, it is important to have a 
broad appreciation of the impact that it has made on the environmental 
performance of the enterprise.  Rather than restricting the coverage of 
reporting to factors such as emissions reduction, a wider range of impacts 
could be appraised. For example, this might encompass specific actions 
such as the development of corporate environmental strategies, certifica-
tion with environmental management standards such as EMAS or ISO 
14001, resource usage, production or process methods, and changes in 
business attitudes towards the environment and sustainable development. 
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Multiplier effects may also be identified. These could include engaging 
new suppliers for raw materials or energy provision, developing plans for 
new forms of waste disposal or waste recycling, or perhaps gaining new 
business partners through participation in networking initiatives such as 
an environment-business forum. 
 

• No information is available on whether environmental incentives have 
an impact on SME economic competitiveness 

 
It is significant to ascertain whether environmental performance im-
provements have resulted in improved and tangible business competitive-
ness. It is acknowledged that it may be difficult for businesses to attribute 
economic performance improvements directly to the receipt of environ-
mental funding, and in cases where the assistance has been very recent, 
insufficient time may have elapsed for benefits to emerge or be measur-
able. Nevertheless, useful indicators of economic impact may range from 
reduced costs and operating efficiency to increased employment levels, 
returns on new capital investments, and improved sales performance and 
market share.   

 



 

 



3. Environmental Competence 
Grant, Denmark  

3.1 Incentive Characteristics 

3.1.1 Background and Funding Base 

Within Danish Law, the Environmental Protection Agency administers 
integrated environmental initiatives – such as the Programme for Cleaner 
Products – in which new individual priority plans are devised each year. 
Formerly, there were 4 main parts to this programme: 
 
• the Development Programme, with various R&D subdivisions, open 

to companies, institutions and research institutes; 
• the Environmental Competence Scheme, within which SMEs formed 

the main users; 
• the Environmental Label Enforcement Scheme, to assist companies in 

attaining environmental labels in new areas; and 
• the Perspective Grant Scheme for projects that did not fit easily into 

the above categories, but which were considered interesting and 
worthy of support. 

 
A substantial part of the programme budget was drawn from CO2 tax 
revenues – forming part of the repayment to companies – with the re-
mainder drawn from central government funds.  In practice, there was a 
degree of cross-financing and positive interaction between the work of 
the different schemes.  SMEs could apply for funding through the Devel-
opment Programme, but their scale of operation meant that they lacked 
necessary knowledge, and the periodic calls for project applications were 
mostly too specialised. A new programme element launched in 2001 con-
tained opportunities for smaller enterprises, including preferential award 
rates, for substituting certain materials and chemicals in production proc-
esses.  However, from the SME research perspective, the Environmental 
Competence Scheme, which was operational from 1999 until 2003, is of 
greatest interest, and it forms the focus of this section.  

3.1.2 Eligible Activity  

eligible for support varied with perceived priori-Each year, the themes 
ties, but they remained mostly directed at internal competence building. 
Eligible environmental competence activity could range from a com-
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pany’s purchases through to its products (reflecting the importance of 
communication across the supply chain to the consumers), including the 
product development process and company aspirations to gain environ-
mental labelling certification. The most advanced companies were able to 
address the final step in the sequence, namely the incorporation of lifecy-
cle assessment (LCA) into their working practices.  

3.1.3 Project Selection 

e on a standard form, submitted to the Environ-

e incorporated within a list of general requirements 
for

 have environmental organisations and routines in place; 

ttention or a targeted impact;  

ent; and 

hereafter, different and more specific criteria would be applied, depend-

3.1.4 Award Characteristics 

d were 50% for SMEs and 40% for larger 

Applications were mad
mental Protection Agency. From the outset, companies were expected to 
display some knowledge of environmental management, either at the time 
of application or through designing a project directly to attain this knowl-
edge. A further requirement was that companies had to be prepared to 
commit half of a man-year of their own staff to the project implementa-
tion. 

These criteria wer
 all projects and applications considered by the Agency. They included 

that a company must: 
 
•
• involve its staff in the project; 
• identify a specific problem for a
• justify how the budget was tailored to meet the project goals; 
• demonstrate how environmental results would be achieved; 
• specify how the results would be used in company developm
• operate in accordance with environmental law. 
 
T
ing upon the particular industrial or management sector of the applica-
tion. For large projects or grant sums, the economic health of the com-
pany would also be assessed. Other factors influential in the selection 
process included establishing lasting systems of environmental manage-
ment, especially through certification, and the creation of new jobs asso-
ciated with a new environmental competence. For projects meeting the 
appropriate criteria, awards were made automatically i.e. there was no 
competitive bidding between projects. 

The maximum rates of awar
companies. With regard to financial limits, the maximum amount for 
SMEs was DKK 300,000, whereas for large companies the corresponding 
upper limits were DKK 100,000 for projects such as the development of 
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environmental management systems (EMS) and DKK 300,000 for more 
advanced projects such as lifecycle assessment. 

3.2 Beneficiaries  

3.2.1 Participant SMEs 

Five companies from different sectors, but mostly from the Copenhagen 
region, were interviewed about their use and experience of the Danish 
Environmental Competence Grant. 

Glostrup Produkthandel, a recycling company, works with sorting and 
selling scrap metal and iron.  The material is sold to larger firms that ex-
port the refined material to destinations such as Germany where it is sold 
to industry. During the last fifteen years, the company has reduced its 
activities in terms of the range of materials covered. There are 16 em-
ployees in total, and several of them have been in the company since its 
launch in 1965.  

Omø Verkstaede specialises in surface treatments such as lacquering, 
corrosion treatment, sandblasting and façade cleaning.  Its main market is 
Sjaelland, but it has also worked in southern Sweden. The company has 
been in business for 54 years, and it has 26 employees, all but one on a 
full-time basis. In the near future, the level of employees, sales and net 
profits is expected to increase. 

Allerød Autoophug dismantles old cars, saves the functioning spare 
parts, and sells these to private individuals. It started in business in 1986.  
In 2001/02, the turnover doubled, and the workforce was increased from 
a one-person business to reach three staff. Possible expansion in future 
may mean that one more person will be employed.  

Specielbrød is a bakery, with customers including other companies 
and public authority institutions, such as local schools and Kastrup air-
port.  It supplies bread to large conferences or events, and it owns a store 
and café in Copenhagen inner city. The company’s current market is 
Denmark, but there is interest in exporting to Sweden. Although the mar-
ket for bread is decreasing, Specielbrød is performing well. Launched in 
1996, it now has nine employees. 

Respekt Danmark produces cleaning products, floor treatment prod-
ucts and de-icing products. It sells mainly in Denmark. The company was 
started in 1964 as a family business, and today it has twelve employees. 

3.2.2 Projects Supported  

cts related to aspects of environmental man-All of the supported proje
agement systems. Two of the cases were working towards International 
Standards Organisation (ISO) certifications, partly as a result of Danish 
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legislation affecting sectoral requirements.  They variously involved 
workshops, training sessions, preparation of a handbook, all of which 
worked towards an EMS, as well as documenting work procedures, re-
source use and waste procedures, concerning both internal company pro-
cedures and product and production methods. Another case was devising 
a computer-based EMS, pursuing a certificate developed especially for 
that sector, again urged on by the need to meet legislative requirements.   

In the other cases, one company was already actively working towards 
ISO certification, and the grant supported a parallel project investigating 
the

f Awards 

The scale of awards made to the five companies ranged from DKK 
ts were generally paid in two instal-

3.3 Project Design  

city  

Each of the companies had some degree of familiarity with environ-
or the grant. In a few cases, this was lim-

us work had provided knowledge, documentation and a 
com

 substitution of certain compounds in their products for more envi-
ronment-friendly ones. Another company already had an ISO certificate, 
and it was seeking an EMAS certification to enhance its environmental 
profile.   

3.2.3 Scale and Timing o

70,000 to DKK 300,000. The gran
ments. 

3.3.1 Environmental Capa

mental issues prior to applying f
ited to practical experiences gained in the everyday work environment, 
where they were aware of the dangers inherent in particular substances, 
and they attempted to contain the risks or decrease contact with those 
materials.  Two companies, while having no environmental expertise, 
were clearly very conscious of the damage posed both by their products 
and production processes. In one case, the environmental debate during 
the 1990s had increased its sensitivity to these issues, and prompted the 
engagement of environmental consultants to improve performance. 

In the one company that had already qualified for ISO certification, 
there was a particularly high knowledge of environmental management, 
as this previo

puterised system. Having attained this certificate, it became apparent 
that the company’s clients were increasingly concerned to see such cre-
dentials. 
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3.3.2 Incentive Discovery 

The means of grant discovery differed between companies.  Two compa-
nies were introduced to the idea of participating in funded training by 
their sectoral organisation, promoting new knowledge and work towards 
certifications to match legal requirements. In these examples, the percep-
tion was that the procedure was being forced upon them though a legalis-
tic process, and their expectations of a useful outcome were low.   

In other separate cases, the municipality and environmental consult-
ants drew attention to the existence of the grant. Only in one instance - 
the ISO-certified company – had the applicant found the grant independ-
ently, anticipating that it would enhance the company profile and status 
amongst clients. 

3.3.3 Generation of Project Ideas 

All the projects in these cases related to certifications and EMS proc-
esses, which had been sponsored by the public sector.  Although sectoral 
and business organisations were directly approaching the companies, the 
ideas for the grant funding, the process and the structured methodology to 
design an EMS were all generated by the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA). Accordingly, when companies became willing partici-
pants in the process by accepting the grants, they looked to the EPA for 
guidance, and they had to satisfy the EPA that the systems met external 
requirements. 

3.3.4 Project Targets 

For all participating companies, the main target was to gain the certificate 
and to implement the EMS, for example reducing energy consumption, 
minimising waste, and reducing transportation requirements. One com-
pany had also set the target of involving the employees in the process. 
This illustrates that the targets at this stage were qualitative, and more 
quantitative goals were developed during the project as part of the project 
commitment, such as achieving a specific number of Swan-labelled prod-
ucts. Each year, the companies continue to formulate new goals to work 
towards, as specific targets were inherent in the certificate and are con-
tinually revised. 

3.3.5 Scenarios without Incentive Support 

If the EPA grant had not been available, three of the surveyed companies 
would not have proceeded with the certification project.  Even though 
this step was seen as becoming essential for business, due to legal and 
supplier pressures, funding for this form of activity was considered diffi-
cult to obtain, especially for SMEs without specialist knowledge.   
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One company would have delayed the project until similar support was 
available from the municipality, but that would have meant working alo-
ne, whereas the EPA programme allowed a number of companies from 
that sector to move forwards together. Lastly, one company would have 
achieved certification through a parallel project that was already under-
way, initiated by its sectoral organisation. However, this route would 
have generated less employee involvement. 

3.4 Incentive Impact 

3.4.1 Environmental Working Practices 

Corporate environmental strategy 
All the supported companies either produced a corporate environmental 
strategy or improved an existing strategy. This work was undertaken as 
part of the (required) process for EMS certification. 

Environmental management system (EMS)  
All five companies implemented an accredited EMS. In one case, where 
the company already had an EMS, it was improved to meet ISO criteria, 
and in another case the work was carried out principally through a paral-
lel scheme, but with identifiable synergies with the Environmental Com-
petence Grant.  

Resource usage  
Most companies experienced a more efficient use of energy, either in the 
production process specifically or in the use of energy generally. This 
was put forward as the most visible change. By exception, one company 
stated that its use of resources, waste disposal and recycling activities, 
were already very good prior to receiving the grant. 

Waste management 
Waste management impacts were cited in two cases, where improved 
care of waste and greater recycling had resulted.  This is connected to the 
modifications in resource use, where improved resource efficiency has 
lead to less waste in the production process or in the use of the product. 

Production or process methods 
Amongst the service-oriented companies, activities are now better organ-
ised as a result of the project, they have greater control over the entire 
process, and they consider their operation more environmentally efficient.  
For the three industrial-oriented companies, modified production proc-
esses, linked to the reduced consumption of resources, accompanied 
increased control.  In one instance, the most significant impact came from 
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studies investigating the possibilities to change the compounds used in 
their products. This resulted in more environment-friendly products and 
improved production methods.  

Company profile  
On of the companies overtly uses the environmental certification in its 
marketing, and it now has a profile as an environment-friendly company.  
As it works in a sector where environmental certificates are uncommon, 
this is definitely considered to be a marketing advantage.  

Of the other companies, the certificate has not meant a new image or 
marketing profile. Although in the beginning some clients brought busi-
ness to the company based on its certification, that is no longer the case, 
mainly because most operators in the sector have become certified.  Any 
claims to be unique or a frontrunner have now been superseded. 

Two of the companies have difficulties establishing an environmental 
profile, due to their specific activities, which are environmentally harm-
ful. Nevertheless, one of these companies regularly promotes itself as 
environment-friendly, in the belief that demonstrating an environmental 
awareness is even more important.  

Supplier links 
Changes to supplier relationships have not been substantial, but have 
occurred in a few companies.  In one case, new and more appropriate 
suppliers have been engaged whenever possible, but difficulties arise 
when clients make demands regarding specific products that should be 
used.  Of course, companies can then attempt to persuade the clients to 
change methods, but it is a delicate balancing act between influencing the 
clients and at the same time satisfying them. In another example, one 
company now uses a questionnaire when contacting new suppliers, to 
check whether they have appropriate certifications, as part of their prepa-
rations to be eligible for the Swan label. 

3.4.2 Economic Performance 

Employment levels  
Only one company recorded an increase in employment levels as a result 
of project implementation. Once it had gained the certification, the com-
pany hired one more employee to work specifically with environmental 
aspects of the company activities. 

Business opportunities 
In one case, the company considers that it received a large commission 
from a public institution because of the environmental certification.  
Since the sector in this case is not certified in general, and public institu-
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tions are obliged to use certified suppliers to a high degree, this appears 
to have been a direct benefit. 

In the opposite scenario, one of the companies declines business that it 
considers inappropriate on environmental grounds. Consequently, its 
business strategy has been affected by the environmental certification.  
Another company has created business opportunities for other companies 
by employing them to sell its products, so reducing its own transporta-
tion.  

Sales performance 
The beneficiary companies had different perceptions of the impact of 
certification on sales and overall profitability. In two cases, sales ap-
peared to have risen as a direct result of certification. However, in one of 
these examples, the increased activity diminished again as more compa-
nies within the sector received EMS certificates. In other cases, no such 
effects were observed as yet, and this was anticipated to require a longer 
timescale.  

One company commented that, even though environmental issues are 
of increased importance today, the price level is still the decisive factor 
for the clients. This places even greater importance on a company’s ar-
gumentation for its products. 

3.4.3 Attitudes and perceptions 

Environmental learning 
There was a range of environmental learning outcomes from the sup-
ported projects. 

Internally, environmental aspects are now more integrated in a number 
of ways. The certification process drew attention to environmentally inef-
ficient activities such as oil spills, energy usage, waste generation and the 
associated economic implications for the companies. Now there is greater 
knowledge about what can be done to reduce these impacts. 

Deriving greater control over production processes and working 
methods has resulted in more control over impacts. In one case, the com-
pany as a whole is now better at perceiving the environmental impacts of 
what they buy or do, and this is expected to change the attitudes of em-
ployees, as they better understand what sustainable development could 
mean for them.    

In another case, environmental education of employees has been initi-
ated once or twice a year, to supplement the day-to-day guidance, and 
environmental knowledge of employees is discussed in salary and career 
development appraisals. Interest in, and motivation to work with, envi-
ronmental aspects of the company are encouraged. 

Nevertheless, there are differences in the extent to which employees 
view their activities as a part of a wider societal development. In one 
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case, the certification process was viewed purely as a company manage-
ment issue, and there appeared to be no connection to general attitudes 
towards sustainable development. However, in another case, the company 
clearly saw the initiation of the EMS within the context of the societal 
debate on sustainable development. 

Meeting expectations  
The companies experienced different degrees of satisfaction with regard 
to outcomes against expectations. The more positive results included 
improvements in efficiency and business management, better value for 
money and happier employees, and product marketing uses the labels and 
logos as a persuasive selling argument. 

Less enthusiastic responses focused simply on observations that the 
EMS was operating adequately. The initial expectation had been that it 
would entail a great deal of work for a small business, and this impres-
sion had been confirmed. 

Negative responses related to disappointment with the impact of the 
certificate and new perceptions of major companies in the sector.  
Stronger reactions and more visible effects had been anticipated from 
clients, with companies attaining a higher status with the new qualifica-
tion, but this has not always happened to the level expected. Furthermore, 
for one company the project had resulted in more distrust and doubts 
regarding large corporations and their environmental management cre-
dentials, particularly their statements expressing preference for certified 
subcontractors.  In practice, this appears not to be a priority. 

3.5 Administration 

3.5.1 Interaction 

t implementation phase, the companies had only limited 

interaction was with the environmental consultants, the 
bu

During the projec
contact with the EPA, restricted to administrative matters. This made it 
difficult for the companies to gauge the EPA’s response to the work they 
were carrying out, and there was a general preference expressed for grea-
ter contact. 

Most of the 
siness organisations or the advisers active in the certification process.  

However, it was understood that the EPA, the environmental consultants 
and the sectoral organisations were in regular contact, which collectively 
ensured a good knowledge of the specific demands on the sector. 
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3.5.2 Organisation 

The companies that worked through the certification process found net-
working with business colleagues, contact with business organisations, 
and use of consultants as advisors to be very valuable. It was observed 
that EPA staff seemed to have good sectoral knowledge.  

General comments on the grant and the work carried out within its 
framework were mostly very positive, including that the Environmental 
Competence Grant converted the certification process into an activity that 
involved the whole company from directors down to all levels of em-
ployee.  

 



4. Green Job Grant, Denmark  

4.1 Incentive Characteristics 

4.1.1 Background and Funding Base 

In a period of high unemployment in Denmark, the Green Job Grant was 
an initiative designed to create new environment-friendly jobs and con-
tribute to a cleaner environment. The scheme was operational from 1997 
until 2001.  Initially very broad in scope, the grant was administered by a 
Green Secretariat in the Danish Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).  
In the first four years, support of DKK 350 million were made available, 
from which DKK 280 million were given out as grants, essentially di-
vided in half between job-creation and environmental technology. In 
2001, DKK 28.2 million was made available, and DKK 20 million was 
given out. 

4.1.2 Eligible Activity  

During the first phase, a wide range of activity was eligible for funding. 
Adopting an Agenda 21 bottom-up approach, the scheme favoured con-
crete local projects that created jobs (preferably permanent jobs) and 
improved the environment. This encompassed themes such as environ-
mental management, new (green) firms and (green) products, knowledge 
and network projects, and pilot projects designed to solve environmental 
problems in a manner that allowed the direct transfer of experience. 

For the second phase, an agreement in Parliament in 2000 narrowed 
the

 creating jobs for those on the periphery of the labour market; and 

s there was already large-scale activity in retraining or re-skilling the 

advisers or managers.  

 scope of the grant. This reflected the considerable decrease in Danish 
unemployment – to the lowest in 20 years – and represented a move away 
from the wide-ranging remit to tie this instrument more closely to exist-
ing government policies. The grant then concentrated on two main activi-
ties: 
 
•
• marketing innovative environmental technologies. 
 
A
unemployed, the Green Job Grant focused on practical environmental 
considerations such as how to save water or energy. The people receiving 
this training often subsequently found employment as environmental 
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4.1.3 Project Selection 

A three-member Board appointed by the Minister for Environment and 
Energy prepared guidelines for applicants. Other supporting materials 

description that identified project types, goals, 
success criteria and an evaluation plan. To be considered, project applica-

ally and 
organisationally. 

ovative technologies had to be at the 
roduct, con-

tai alue for other projects; and have obvious growth 
otential. In comparison, projects designed to create jobs for the unem-

 to the market, the company’s business accounts, and 
the

the basis of a 50 
percent contribution to costs, usually on a scale between DKK 350,000 

r level corresponded to one-year support for 
a single employee, whereas the upper level could support projects for 

 length and specifically included a section on environ-
ment. For example, it addressed questions related to environmental stan-

included a programme 

tions had to satisfy three basic core criteria: 
 
• the project must contribute to environmental improvement; 
• a sustainable job must result; and 
• the company should have a good basis economic

 
Thereafter, applications related to inn
cutting edge in their field and address a new theory, idea or p

n demonstration v
p
ployed had to be cutting-edge in the first phase, but in the last year or 
second phase this was relaxed in favour of good demonstration value for 
other projects.   

Once received, applications were mostly assessed in-house, with only 
a limited number of technology-based projects being sent to experts for 
comment. Each application was assessed for its prospects in relation to 
market size, contacts

 likely success of the project. Following the assessment, a recommen-
dation was made to the Board for a decision. 

4.1.4 Award Characteristics 

For job-creation projects, grant awards were made on 

and DKK 750,000. The lowe

one-to-three years.  Projects related to innovative environmental technol-
ogy usually received grant awards over DKK 600,000.  Following the EU 
de minimis rule, DKK 750,000 (EUR 100,000) was the maximum award 
that could be made to a company. There were also sectoral restrictions, 
precluding awards for activities related to farming, fishing and traffic. 
Approximately 10-15 percent of rejected applications returned as re-
submissions, following advice from the Agency on how to improve the 
application. 

Payments to applicants were made on a quarterly basis. The benefici-
ary companies provided quarterly reports, mostly economic in content, 
and a final report on project completion, which varied from three to 
twenty pages in
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dar

4.2.1 Participant SMEs  

Four companies with quite different activities were interviewed for the 
e of them were located in Copenhagen and one in 

Fredericia, Jutland. 
A2SEA was founded in 2000, and its main activity is transporting and 

t at sea. Other companies build the turbines, but 

hat can transport objects other than wind turbines. 
A2

r the product. 
Ap

ompany was started in 2000, and sales 
hav

 expected to increase from two to 
thr

ds, reducing dangerous substances and whether a green network had 
been created. 

4.2 Beneficiaries 

Green Job Grant. Thre

erecting wind turbines ou
A2SEA transports them, as well as spare parts, repairmen and staff out to 
the sites. A secondary activity is sea transport, since they have two large 
ships with cranes t

SEA has 19 full-time and three part-time employees. The company 
currently rents two ships, but is planning to buy those vessels, which is 
expected to increase the staff and the company’s turnover.  

Bacess, launched in 2000, develops air treatment/cleaning devices that 
improve the indoor climate through soil and plants. The method is based 
on research from the last 20-30 years, and it represents a cheaper method 
for clean indoor air than ventilation systems. Bacess has developed the 
method further, and it now has an international patent fo

proximately 200 devices have been sold and placed out in work envi-
ronments. The company presently has one full-time and two part-time 
employees, and future expansion may occur with a move into exporting, 
among other things. 

Kokken & Køkkenhaven produces ready-made organic soups for sale 
in 200 food stores across Denmark. The company consists of two per-
sons, and both were involved in production initially, but now a subcon-
tractor in Jutland makes the soups, and the company concentrates on sales 
and marketing activities. The c

e been steadily increasing, but financially it just breaks even.  In the 
near future, both sales and staff are expected to grow as the company 
moves into the process of exporting.  

Nihola Cykler builds, sells and markets bikes, primarily three-wheeled 
bikes with a small carriage for children or goods. The company has ex-
isted since 1998, and it currently has 20 percent of the Danish market for 
three-wheeled bikes.  Now in an expansion phase, it is growing 100 per-
cent each year, and staff numbers are

ee employees in the near future.  
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4.2.2 Projects Supported  

All the projects within the Green Job Grant were oriented towards provid-
ing start-up finance for SMEs, and the grants were aimed at paying sala-

 the start-up phase, and the funding represented 
assistance during a period with a lot of costs but few gains.  One com-

age

from DKK 250,000 to DKK 750,000.  The 
Environmental Protection Agency made the payments in four instalments 

 1-2 years during 2000-2002. 

4.3.1 Environmental capacity 

ental awareness varied between the companies. 
Only one of the companies had a high amount of environmental knowl-

gained through an Agricultural University 
education and previous experience working with guidance on water clea-

the EPA, the company’s accountant, a business journal and a friend.  
 

ries. Each company was in

pany used the funding for renovation and reconstruction, the others for 
salaries for 1-2 persons and the general launch of the company. 

The green aspect of the funding was that the companies were sup-
posed to have a product with a green profile. In the selected examples, the 
content covered wind-power, air cleaning through plants, organic soups 
and bicycle production. There were no demands for environmental man-

ment certifications.  

4.2.3 Scale and Timing of Awards 

The scale of awards ranged 

each year, with each project lasting

4.3 Project Design 

The degree of environm

edge prior to the application, 

ning and sludge. Another company had a limited prior knowledge of 
environment and ecology, but a clear idea to focus on an ecological food 
product, and this was based on experience within the food industry 

The two other companies had no environmental links, but they found a 
good idea for a product that coincided with the criteria of the Green Job 
Grant. One of these companies had no interest or ambition regarding 
environmental sustainability, ecological production methods or products.  

4.3.2 Incentive Discovery 

Each company learned of the grant’s existence in a different way. The 
diverse sources included an established professional network linked with 
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4.3.3 Generation of Project Ideas 

nvi-
nmental or sustainability profile to suit the criteria of the awarding bo-

dy.  

t all other goals were met. 
Most projects had targets focused on the hiring of staff, usually of the 

order of 1-2 additional personnel. However, for one company the main 
struction and renovation of machinery, with other 

o business opportunities 
or 

pany considered the grant to be decisive for the company’s 
dev

ve sought to influence the character of the 
project, but also because private investors can withdraw their financial 
backing if a company does not develop according to expectations. 

t the grant, the project would 

4.4

ed on job-creation and technology that 
assists environmental improvement, there is less concentration on themes 
such as environmental working practices within beneficiary companies. 
Instead, the grant is oriented towards generating growth in the environ-

In all cases, the applications for Green Job Grants reflected existing ideas 
within the companies, and the EPA was not involved in the generation of 
ideas.  Only in one case was the application modified to raise the e
ro

4.3.4 Project targets 

Only one company had quantitative targets within the project implemen-
tation. These related to level of sales and market share, distinguishing 
between types of products.  In this case, the sales targets were not achie-
ved, bu

goal related to recon
qualitative or quantitative goals assumed to be present, but not articu-
lated.  

In some cases, project goals and targets were revised and reformulated 
during the implementation process, responding t

signals from the market.  

4.3.5 Scenarios without incentive support 

Only one com
elopment, without which the company would have looked for private 

investors. That would have resulted in a different scenario, not only be-
cause an investor might ha

Two companies stated that the withou
have continued using alternative funding, but this would have delayed the 
project launch, and slowed down methodological development and the 
securing of an international patent. In another case, absence of the grant 
would have made no difference. 

 Incentive Impact 

4.4.1 Environmental Working Practices 

As the Green Job Grant is focus
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mental sector and associated products. Nevertheless, some impacts are 
identifiable. 

In one case, the company promotes its product on the market with clear 
als and profile.  

e PVC 
plastics and that they do use ecological soils. In addition, the business 

 to impact on other companies’ environmental aware-

Other environmental impacts 
nce, production methods have not been in focus, but a 

rmance, it should be borne in mind that the 

Employment levels  
In most cases, the main purpose of the grant was to increase employment 

l personnel, and this result occurred in all 

 for subcontractors. 

d profitability 

Corporate environmental strategy 
One company introduced ecological aspects of its product and marketing 
strategy into its business information plan. Whereas this is not equivalent 
to a separate corporate environmental strategy, it represents a strategic 
approach incorporating environmental and ecological dimensions. 

Company profile  

emphasis on its ecological credenti

Supplier links  
In a case where the company has three subcontractors, the signing of new 
contracts is preceded by assurances that these companies do not us

idea in this case is
ness, specifically regarding indoor air climate. 

In another insta
new ecological product has been introduced onto the Danish market, hav-
ing gained the Danish ecological food marking. A similar status is being 
pursued for exporting to the Swedish context. 

4.4.2 Economic Performance  

With regard to economic perfo
companies were new start-ups when they received the grant, that they are 
still relative new-comers, and that in some cases the grant was small in 
economic terms. 

levels through hiring additiona
surveyed companies. Although the scale of the increase was small – be-
tween 1 and 2 persons – it was strategically important at that point to 
secure growth amongst new environmental sector SMEs.  One company 
also created work

Sales performance an
As the grants represented start-up support, they were decisive for the 
development during the first phase, and they clearly impacted on the sell-
ing of products and services by the companies. However, it is difficult to 
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distinguish between the sales effect coming directly as a result of the 
grant and from other factors. The hiring of additional employees was 
assumed to have improved sales performance, overall profitability and 
market share.  

ear to have retained these relative positions.  
An aspect of project implementation that would not have been antici-

n one company, with environmental cre-
dentials as a sales argument. Today, that company has expanded into non-

oncession to market demands. 

y had grown 
les

 

nt in each case. One company received regular visits 
from the EPA, perhaps 4-5 times during the project year, but contact with 
the other projects was mostly restricted to formal reporting in order to 

ts.  
Overall, three of the companies stated that the EPA showed positive 

interest in the company and the product, and in one case the company 
 that the EPA had highlighted its project as a good ex-

d delivery of the grant 
fun

from the side of the EPA, and the importance of support for a company in 

4.4.3 Attitudes and Perceptions 

Environmental learning 
Little change in attitudes or perceptions resulted from receipt of this 
grant. With the exception of increased knowledge of markets, companies 
with considerable environmental knowledge or minimal environmental 
knowledge app

pated was the disillusionment, i

ecological products as a c

Meeting expectations   
In all cases, the expectations of the grant were fulfilled, and the support 
was used as planned. Of the four case studies, one compan

s than expected, when compared with the estimated sales development, 
but all companies were operational and progressing in the direction origi-
nally foreseen. 

4.5 Administration

4.5.1 Interaction 

During project implementation, contact between the EPA and the compa-
nies was very differe

receive the grant paymen

learned indirectly
ample of what the Green Job Grant could achieve.  

4.5.2 Organisation  

Most beneficiaries found that the organisation an
ctioned smoothly, and that the EPA understood the sectoral require-

ments very well. In general, the low degree of involvement and demands 
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a start-up phase, were described as an effective combination that created 
an atmosphere of trust. 

One suggestion was made that it would have been useful if the support 
had focused on different sectors each year and that the results were used 

ng and interaction within and between companies in to increase the learni
the environmental sector. 

 



5. Environmental Loan, Finland  

5.1 Incentive Characteristics 

5.1.1 Background and Funding Base 

Finnvera, a public limited company specialising in risk capital, adminis-
ters the Finnish Environmental Loan. One of Finnvera’s main responsi-
bilities is to provide new loan and guarantee products for Finnish SMEs, 
and it should assist these companies to improve their competitiveness and 
performance in international markets. 

Work with the environmental loan commenced in 1996, prior to the 
institutional merger that established Finnvera. The first steps were the 
production of an environmental strategy, and this marked the onset of 
thinking about awakening environmental responsibility in SMEs. This 
especially involved ideas such as perceiving environmental factors as a 
means of competitiveness, developing new products and encouraging 
companies to specialise in environmental technology. Another objective 
was to involve Finnish SMEs with environmental programmes in the 
border regions with Russia and Estonia. 

On obtaining approval from the European Commission, the Environ-
mental Loan was launched in 1997. This was accompanied with a work-
book for environment, similar to the workbooks for EMAS (eco-
management and audit scheme). However, only a minority of SMEs has 
proved willing to pay the EUR 50-60 to obtain the workbook and start 
their environmental analyses.  Nevertheless, most large Finnish compa-
nies now have the environmental management standard ISO 14001, and 
they have stated that in 3-4 years they will not accept suppliers without an 
environmental programme. These types of threats tend to initiate changes 
in SME practices, and Finnvera’s on-going role is to offer products that 
help to finance this transition. 

The European Investment Fund (EIF) provides Finnvera with a loan 
guarantee that has facilitated a lower interest rate for the Environmental 
Loan. However, the guarantee is currently under review, and it may be 
withdrawn if it is not appraised as essential. Each year, the funding base 
supporting new environmental loans is approximately EUR 25-30 mil-
lion. 
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5.1.2 Eligible Activity and Spatial Coverage 

Eligible activity for the Environmental Loan is not prescribed, but instead 
proposals are considered for a wide range of applications. By way of 
example, the loan can be used for the following purposes:  
 
• energy saving and energy conservation; 
• investing in recycling companies; 
• investing in environmental technology companies, especially those 

launching new products; 
• modifying treatment processes within the metal industry; 
• installing production components that have a lower environmental 

impact; and 
• assisting the transition to a closed system. 
 
The loan does not support activity designed to meet legislative obliga-
tions.  

5.1.3 Project Selection 

Companies apply for the loan using a standard form that is available from 
Finnvera directly or alternatively from its website. Completed applica-
tions are then submitted to the nearest regional office. To qualify for con-
sideration, SMEs must have no more than 250 employees, and either the 
company’s turnover should not exceed EUR 40 million or the balance 
sheet should not exceed than EUR 27 million. In addition, companies 
wanting to benefit from the EIF guarantee cannot have more than 100 
employees, and they must be within risk groups A1-B2, the best within 
the investment grading system. These applicants will also be asked to 
complete a special form detailing the company’s environmental charac-
teristics. 

An analyst from the appropriate regional office then visits each appli-
cant company. His or her objective is to prepare a comprehensive analy-
sis of the company, identifying any weaknesses in its financial base - for 
example in environmental systems or product development – that require 
assistance. In this context, Finnvera is generally acting as a ”second 
wave” financier, supporting companies that banks consider too high a 
risk.  Consequently, Finnvera takes substantial risks to stimulate activity 
in these companies, but experience has shown that the beneficiaries im-
prove their performance when they assume responsibility on receipt of 
the Environmental Loan. 

All the subsequent financial decisions are based on the company ana-
lysis, which usually comprises between 5-15 pages addressing internal 
and external factors affecting the company and its competitiveness, and 
environmental factors represent one component of this assessment.  Al-
though the environmental analysis is considered especially important, 
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SMEs have generally not carried out this work in advance. The decision 
on whether to approve a loan would generally be taken in the Finnvera 
regional offices, with the exceptions of when companies submit espe-
cially large loan requests or have substantial previous liabilities. In that 
case, the level of decision-making would be higher in the organisation. 

5.1.4 Award Characteristics 

vironmental Loan is about EUR 175,000. 

ary

5.2 Beneficiaries  

5.2.1 Participant SMEs 

erviewed in Finland, as follows. 

fac

actures sandwich panels (in-
sul

A typical award for the En
There is no formal upper limit financially. The loan is paid in two instal-
ments each year. Thereafter, the first two years act as a grace period, and 
repayment takes place over the subsequent 3-4 years.  The interest rate on 
the loan will vary in accordance with the risk rating, whether the project 
is based in a EU regional policy programme area, and collateral.  In gen-
eral, the Environmental Loan interest is set below the market rate. 

During project implementation, Finnvera analysts visit each benefici-
 company between 1-3 times in a year, when they will discuss recent 

developments and market now loans and guarantees. After project com-
pletion, monitoring options include further visits from Finnvera or EIF 
accountants to verify that the money had been spent on an environmental 
investment. There is no formal obligation on companies to report either 
on how the award was used or on its subsequent impact. 

Five companies were int
EC-engineering was founded in 1995. Engaged in the industrial manu-
turing and engineering sector, it produces composite products for 

trains and other vehicles, including panels, wall elements, stairs for dou-
ble-decker coaches, ceiling and floor structures, and tram roofs.  These 
are high-technology products in reinforced plastic. With 20 full-time 
employees in 2003, the company had taken on five additional staff in the 
previous two years, and a similar expansion was expected in the years 
ahead.  Following a year of development, sales and profits are expected 
to double in the immediate future. 

Eurocon was founded in 1969.  It manuf
ated walls and roofs) for buses and trucks. Its customers are mainly in 

the Nordic countries and central Europe, mostly Germany. In 2002, the 
company had 40 full-time employees, and this was unchanged for three 
years.  More full-time employees may be engaged in the years ahead.  In 
the previous three years, sales have been rising, and an annual increase of 
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10 percent is expected in future. Profits have been less stable, but a posi-
tive net return is expected. 

Kymppi-Eristys as launched in 1982. It produces industrial insula-
tion for pipelines and tanks, which involves manufacturing and installing 
a fine metal sheet around pipes. In 2002, the company had 175 full-time 
employees and two part-time employees. This represents an increase of 
65 full-time staff over the previous two years, but this is expected to di-
minish soon to stabilise at about 150 employees. Sales have more than 
doubled in recent years, and it is expected that this increase will be main-
tained, alongside net annual profits of about one percent. 

w

Lamor Corporation was founded in 1982. Following its development 
of a technique for oil separation, the company is now engaged in the tra-
de, distribution and management of oil spill equipment that is used in the 
event of accidents at sea. The products take the form of special boats 
(skimmers) that separate oil from water. Lamor formerly produced these 
machines, but it has now outsourced production and adopted the role of 
“solution provider”. As there is limited interest in buying oil skimmers 
prior to accidents, Lamor is developing a new type of system, whereby a 
pool of up-to-date machines can be hired when needed. The company has 
38 full-time employees, representing an increase of 20 over the past two 
years. Sales have been increasing and are expected to increase further by 
25 percent, with a corresponding increase in net profits of about 30 per-
cent. 

Värisävy was founded approximately 30 years ago. The company is 
engaged in the colouring of textiles used in hospitals and military cloth-
ing, and in producing a set of cloths for infants in Finland.  The company 
has 36 employees, a slight decrease from previous years.  Sales have 
increased recently, and it is anticipated that this level will be maintained 
in future, while net profits increase by around 10 percent. 

5.2.2 Projects Supported 

The projects supported had a range of themes. Most were related to mak-
ing specific improvements to the production process. Two projects in-
volved improvements to the working environment through investments to 
contain or reduce emissions during the manufacturing and treatment pro-
cesses. Two others comprised recycling, firstly to reduce waste metal and 
secondly to reduce energy usage by redirecting hot wastewater back into 
the process. The other project had a broader objective to prepare a 
company development strategy that encompassed new tools and proc-
esses. 
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5.2.3 Scale and Timing of Award 

The loans varied substantially in scale, ranging from EUR 50,000 to EUR 
590,000, and meeting between 20 percent and 50 percent of project costs. 
In timescale, most of the loans were paid out in 2001/2002, issuing the 
full amount in one installment, and agreeing repayment periods of be-
tween five and ten years. The repayment conditions varied, incorporating 
features such as a 2-year repayment holiday and a comparatively low 
interest rate in the first year.  

5.3 Project Design 

5.3.1 Environmental Capacity 

Each of the companies had some prior knowledge of environmental fac-
tors in their industry. In one exceptional case, this was due to the fact that 
it was engaged in the environmental sector, and the project was designed 
to progress this central focus. In the others, the knowledge came from 
different sources. These included working with materials such as solvents 
and chemicals considered environmentally dangerous, and serving a cus-
tomer base that was already EMS certified and required suppliers to com-
ply with in-house environmental policies and use recyclable materials. In 
one case, upgrading this existing knowledge meant working with special-
ist consultants identified through the Finnish Health Ministry. 

5.3.2 Incentive discovery 

arned about the Environmental Loan through 

5.3.3 Generation of Project Ideas  

project ideas. Rather than contacting 

All of the companies le
Finnvera. In most cases, they were already familiar with Finnvera 
through previous loans, and therefore they knew where to apply. How-
ever, it seems that none of the companies knew in advance about the En-
vironmental Loan. It was only on initial contact to enquire about standard 
investment loans that Finnvera drew attention to the project eligibility for 
the Environmental Loan, which was available at a more competitive in-
terest rate. 

The companies devised all of the 
Finnvera for inspiration, the companies had come up with their own ideas 
that suited their purposes, and then they sought available finance. In each 
case, the themes were considered viable and appropriate for the purposes 
of the Environmental Loan. Finnvera had no involvement in the project 
design process, and its actions related more to standard criteria verifying 
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that the companies had a proven business track record and financial cre-
dibility. 

5.3.4 Project Targets 

Finnvera did not request quantitative project targets, but a few companies 
included then in their loan applications. These comprised, for example, 
achieving energy savings of 30 percent, or reducing the use of materials 
by 20 percent (this target was exceeded to reach 30 percent).  

5.3.5 Scenarios without Incentive Support 

If the Environmental Loan had not been available, four of the five pro-
jects would still have proceeded, most suggesting that an ordinary loan 
from Finnvera would have been obtained. The Environmental Loan pro-
vided a lower interest rate, but this was not a decisive factor for project 
implementation. The consequences would have been a slower process in 
project realisation, and in one case accepting a smaller and cheaper build-
ing. 

One company would not have launched its project without the Envi-
ronmental Loan. The reasons related to the scale of the investment (the 
largest loan of EUR 589,000), which reflected a substantial process with 
associated risks of incurring even higher costs, should the development 
process be delayed. Alternative sources such as banks would not have 
been approached, as they require greater security and generally reject 
high-risk projects. 

5.4 Incentive Impact 

5.4.1 Environmental Working Practices 

Corporate Environmental Strategy 
Only one company cited an impact on company strategy. In this case, the 
loan had been acquired precisely to develop a new strategy and company 
direction in service and product development. 

Resource Usage  
Two companies identified lower resource usage since project implemen-
tation. These related to savings in materials that resulted in significantly 
less waste, improved energy efficiency, and lower water consumption 
through improved wastewater recycling. 
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Waste Management 
Two companies recorded a reduction in waste. In one instance, the waste 
material formerly comprised almost 15 percent of the total raw materials. 
Now 80 percent of this material is recycled, including different metals 
such as zinc, aluminium, and steel. Painted metals, which were previ-
ously difficult to treat, are now partially recycled and then sent on to an-
other company that can complete the process.  

In the other case, the investment meant that less waste comes from the 
factory, as the new controlled process ensures that 99 percent of the pro-
ducts are perfect. Formerly, with a less controlled process, only 80-85 
percent of the products was acceptable, meaning that 15-20 percent be-
came waste. This company also has plans to work together with other 
companies to establish a recycling initiative where materials can be ex-
changed between participants, making the activity more effective and 
competitive.  

Production or Process Methods 
For most beneficiaries of the loan, improvements to the production or 
process method was the main focus of the project. From the environ-
mental perspective, all of the improvements were environmentally bene-
ficial, ranging from strategies to modify existing methods in broad terms 
to direct changes to processing techniques, materials application, recy-
cling, and energy efficiency. 

Company Profile  
Two of the companies stated that implementation of the project had af-
fected the company profile, in that their marketing now incorporated a 
more environment-friendly image. This was understood as a part of the 
business development process. 

Supplier Links  
Only one company identified an impact on supplier links as a result of the 
project. However, in this instance the network of suppliers extends to 
over 200 subcontractors involved in supplying the environmental sector, 
so the influence has been broad-based. Another company had already 
changed suppliers to favour enterprises certified as environment-friendly, 
but this had been a requirement expressed by the company’s German 
customer base. 

Other Environmental Impacts  
Two companies highlighted how the projects had substantially improved 
the work environment. In particular, this related to the confinement or 
reduction of harmful substances used in production, so protecting the 
health of the workforce.   
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5.4.2 Economic Performance 

Costs and Operating Efficiency  
Four companies identified increases in operating efficiency and corre-
sponding reductions in costs. In one case, the new process created a com-
parative advantage, at least temporarily, as it improved the quality of the 
product while lowering the prices, which enhanced competitiveness. In 
another case, the new recycling activity has removed the costs of trans-
porting waste materials to disposal sites, and secondly it has generated 
income from recycling companies for the material, as it has value for 
them. This combination of saving and new income has directly influenced 
overall profitability. A third company indicated that costs had been low-
ered by around EUR 30,000-50,000, but this saving was not considered 
substantial enough to impact on competitiveness.  

Employment Levels  
Two companies identified project impacts on employment levels.  These 
represented only modest increases of between one and three additional 
full-time employees. 

Investment Intentions 
All companies stated that the loan impacted on investment, because the 
majority of projects involved industrial investment.  

New Business Opportunities and Market Share 
Three companies stated that the project has impacted on market share and 
new business opportunities. In particular, the improvements to the work 
environment were considered to be significant for competing in the Ger-
man market, where the companies perceive the customers to have greater 
concern for both the environment and the working environment.  

Sales Performance and Overall Profitability 
Three companies recorded an increase in overall profitability, but for one 
company this represented only a modest increase. In one case, it was 
clear that the new equipment and savings in raw materials meant the 
work could be done faster, resulting in improved sales performance and 
greater profit.  

Other Economic Impacts  
One company cited an improvement in quality resulting from the invest-
ment. The new enclosed heat treatment process, which subjects products 
to a high temperature for 20 hours, is good for the work environment but 
also gives the product better stability. Customers have already made this 
interpretation, recognising the better quality in comparison with competi-
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tors. These factors are considered important in influencing customer deci-
sion-making on where to place orders.   

5.4.3 Attitudes and Perceptions 

Environmental Learning 
Three companies stated that their projects had impacted on changes in 
attitudes and perceptions regarding environment. In one case, this repre-
sented a clear change in thinking, where an increased knowledge of the 
range of materials that could be recycled lead to a changed attitude 
amongst the workers towards recycling in general, and greater attention 
to use and recovery of materials used on the business premises.  

In a similar case, the company learned a great deal about environ-
mental issues through the project, which acted as a catalyst for launching 
a project on risk analysis for the work environment. The first risk analysis 
developed a certified quality system that contains a process for continu-
ous analysis and improvement. Although this was initiated two years after 
the environmental loan investment, the loan represented an important step 
that expanded their knowledge and prompted interest in environmental 
factors. This attitude extends to both the management and the factory 
workforce, which are active in the work analysis system and consider it 
important. 

In another company, where there was already some interest and know-
ledge regarding environmental issues, the Environmental Loan had a 
positive impact, generating increased interest in environmental issues. 

Meeting Expectations   
In terms of meeting expectations, all beneficiaries were satisfied that 
receipt of the loan had met their expectations with regard to savings, re-
cycling goals and aspects of business development. In at least one case, 
the project has exceeded initial expectations. 

5.5 Administration 

5.5.1 Interaction 

All companies described the interaction with Finnvera as positive, and 
they all considered that Finnvera understood their project very well.  In 
terms of the form of interaction, each company in receipt of a loan was 
required to submit annual financial reports, and this material was used in 
some cases to rate companies in comparison to others in the sector.  Be-
yond this formal reporting obligation, the beneficiaries varied in the 
methods adopted to maintain links. One company has sent a mid-term 
report and a final report, another sends informal updates to Finnvera 
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every six months, and a number have received visits from Finnvera offi-
cers to their factories. The majority maintains contact through frequent 
telephone communication. 

5.5.2 Organisation 

All of the companies were positive and complimentary regarding the 
organisation and effectiveness of Finnvera in administering the loan.  The 
Finnvera loan officers are perceived as quick to make decisions, inter-
ested in the investments they support, flexible in comparison with other 
banks, and have a good dialogue with client companies.  Bureaucracy is 
also kept to a minimum. 

The loan is considered to be competitive through its lower interest ra-
te, and the repayment conditions are favourable, especially the two-year 
repayment holiday. One company foresees returning to Finnvera for a 
second Environmental Loan to support investments to obtain ISO 14001 
certification.  

 



6. Environmental Technology 
Loan, Norway  

6.1 Incentive Characteristics 

6.1.1 Background and Funding Base 

An environmental technology loan known as the Norwegian Environment 
Fund was administered by the Norwegian Industrial and Regional Devel-
opment Fund (SND) for two years during 1998-2000. The former Minis-
ter for Foreign Affairs – who was also a former Prime Minister – origi-
nally proposed the loan, and it was perceived as a demonstration that 
government was taking action to meet the Kyoto target, supporting tech-
nology that reduced emissions. NOK 250 million was the total allocation 
for the two-year period. All of this money was marked for company use, 
and some loans have already been paid back and returned to the Ministry 
of Finance, which re-allocates it to other tasks of government. If projects 
are cancelled and the money is not claimed, SND may reallocate it to new 
projects. 

6.1.2 Eligible Activity  

The main purpose of the loan was to promote investment in – or devel-
opment of – environment-friendly technology that reduces emissions of 
greenhouse gases, as well as other harmful substances. Waste was a 
common project theme, typically focusing on minimisation, re-use, incin-
eration, recycling, bio-energy and compost degradation. Other eligible 
themes encompassed energy-efficient production processes, alternative 
energy sources, and energy recycling. It was targeted at projects that gen-
erally experienced difficulty in obtaining funding either because of their 
high-risk character or because the estimated profitability was too low. 
Investments aimed at meeting the demands of environmental legislation 
were not eligible for support. The loan was available in all parts of Nor-
way, but with a preference for peripheral areas, as part of regional policy 
fulfilment. However, the majority of the population lives and works in 
central areas, and in consequence more than half of the projects were 
allocated to non-peripheral areas. 
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6.1.3 Project Selection 

Project applications were sent to the 18 SND regional offices located in 
each of the Norwegian counties. As there were no submission deadlines, 
applications were received on an on-going basis. The county offices as-
sessed the applications, but copies would also be sent to the main SND 
office in Oslo and to the Norwegian Pollution Control Authority (SFT), 
for parallel assessment and comment. In practice, only a few specialists in 
SFT were consulted, and the assessments were generally positive. The 
Fund operated in accordance with certain standard criteria: 
 
• At least two-thirds of supported projects should reduce greenhouse 

gases, directly or indirectly; 
• For a project to qualify, the investment’s eco-efficiency and/or 

resource efficiency should be positive; and 
• Projects implementing new technology or attempting new applications 

of existing technology would be especially encouraged. 
 
There was no standard application form, but instead a brochure acted as a 
guide on how to apply. It emphasised straightforward information re-
quests, such as identifying which problem the project would be attempt-
ing to solve or partly contribute towards, the extent to which it would 
reduce emissions, describing the resource and environmental efficiency 
of the technology, and assessing whether the project would be economi-
cally and financially viable. In accordance with normal SND procedures, 
a close dialogue was conducted with the client prior to the formal appli-
cation. The technical aspects were addressed by SFT. The selection proc-
ess was operated on a ”first come, first served” basis. Accordingly, if a 
project seemed sound, it was approved and funded. Rejected applications 
were generally undermined by financial rather than technological factors. 

6.1.4 Award Characteristics 

mpanies had received a loan. The first 19 

the Fund. 

At the time of survey, 62 co
cases received a very low rate of interest between 1% and 4%, varying 
with each project’s capacity to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. How-
ever, the Ministry of Finance intervened to state that this level of subsidy 
should not continue, and the interest rate was subsequently raised to 4.6% 
for new projects.  There was no formal upper limit on the amount of the 
loan, but award decisions followed EU rules on the scale of eligible pro-
ject costs. In practice, a maximum of 50% was generally observed. The 
corresponding aid intensities were calculated from an equation based on 
the interest rate and the length of the repayment period, while taking into 
account the share of the total financing borne by the Norwegian Envi-
ronment Fund.  In total, 28% of the overall project costs was financed by 
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For the SND portfolio seen as a whole, the Environmental Technology 
Loan projects generally exhibit marginal profitability. Accordingly, sup-

, and these processes are 
ver

mber of 
rep

6.2 Beneficiaries  

 

Four companies in the environment industry sector were interviewed 
rience of the SND Environmental Technology 

iscarded window frames. Established in 1998, the company em-
plo

ing with both ferrous and non-ferrous metals. The 
nu

plementary government financing, mainly in the form of grants, has been 
necessary for the realisation of approximately 40 percent of the projects. 
This has required close co-operation with other government funding 
agencies, and it has relied heavily on the use of SND’s other financial 
instruments. Certain companies take a long time to get their projects 
started. These delays might relate to government policy changes, for ex-
ample lowering energy charges so that companies find it less urgent to 
take up the projects. The CO2 tax and energy prices are important in this 
context.  The companies wait until times are harder financially before 
committing their money to these investments.  

Another reason for the long timescale is that, in many projects, new 
facilities/factories are being planned and built

y time-consuming. Companies have the option to wait for up to three 
years before taking the loan, and in some cases the loans may never be 
claimed. Some companies might also regard it as a financial reserve. The 
payback time on the loans varies from 2-3 years up to 20 years.   

Monitoring reports should be submitted once a year during the imple-
mentation of each project award. However, only a very limited nu

orts have been submitted. Whereas companies do appear to be follow-
ing the environmental requirements, they are reluctant to complete the 
periodic reports. This is now seen as a weakness in the initial agreements, 
where insufficient emphasis was placed by SND, and no standard format 
was prescribed. In practice, very brief reporting would be accepted, as a 
minimum estimating the reduction in emissions. 

6.2.1 Participant SMEs 

about their use and expe
Loan. 

Hurum Glass, based close to Sætre, specialises in removing PCBs 
from d

yed four people full-time by 2000, and it recorded its first year of 
profit in 2002. With patented processes, the company continues to have a 
monopoly in its field. 

Norsk Metallfragmentering, located in Gjøvik, is the recycling arm of 
Oppland Metall, work

mber of full-time staff has fluctuated, amounting to 7 persons in 2003, 
half the number of the previous year. Sales have been variable, and in 
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recent years the company has experienced an associated reduction in net 
profits. 

Folldal Gjenvinning recycles plastics to produce re-granulates for sale 
to 

pro-
du

6.2.2 Projects Supported   

ts, the projects comprised investments in new 

6.2.3 Scale and Timing of Awards 

ale, ranging from NOK 1.5 million to 

6.3 Project Design 

6.3.1 Environmental Capacity 

ad environmental knowledge prior to ap-

markets in Norway, Sweden, Lithuania and England. Its full-time staff 
has increased steadily to reach 32 in 2003, with one part-time employee.  
Sales have also increased substantially and almost trebled in 3 years. 

Aaltwedt Betong, based in Porsgrunn, produces pre-cast concrete 
cts and industrial brickettes made of recycled materials.  Full-time staff 

in the company has increased steadily over past four years to reach 35 
employees, while its part-time staff amounts to 12 persons, with further 
expansion expected. Sales and net profits have increased rapidly, with 
even higher percentage increases estimated. 

As the scheme title sugges
technology or adding to technology at existing facilities. In content, the 
loans supported activities related to materials recovery and recycling, 
specifically construction of a prototype machine to test PCB removal 
methods, purchase of a new shredder to facilitate waste metals recycling, 
and investment in new and expanded production lines in waste recycling 
plant for plastics and other residues. 

The loans varied substantially in sc
NOK 10 million. Most represented support for one-third of project costs, 
but the largest award covered 22 percent of costs. With regard to timing, 
the awards were received from the year 2000 onwards, generally split 
into two or three annual instalments. 

All of the companies already h
plying for the loan. In two cases, this was because of their existing in-
volvement in the environmental sector: one already had five years experi-
ence with a specialised production line; and the other was part of a major 
group of companies that had already attained EMAS and ISO environ-
mental management certificates. In the other cases, the technical expertise 
had been gained as a prerequisite for entering the environmental sector in 
response to emerging business opportunities. In one instance, this was 
developed in considerable depth when preparing the application, with 
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specialist laboratories commissioned to carry out analyses to provide the 
necessary supporting documentation.  

6.3.2 Incentive Discovery 

scovered the loan by approaching SND. They 

6.3.3 Generation of Project Ideas  

 their own project ideas. All the appli-

6.3.4 Project Targets 

re encouraged by SND to set targets within their 

6.3.5 Scenarios without Incentive Support 

of the four projects 

ithin the 
sam

expansion internationally. 

Each of the companies di
were either in contact with SND at local or central offices, or they had 
worked with SND in the past, for example receiving financial assistance 
for a previous industrial project, or they were familiar with its remit and 
resources and so knew whom to approach. 

In each case, the companies shaped
cants had come forward with existing project proposals, and they knew 
exactly what they wanted. SND worked with the applicants’ knowledge 
of markets, estimate of competitors, and technical specifications (some-
times supplemented with reports from SFT, the Norwegian pollution 
control authority). In two cases, the administrators made suggestions for 
enhancing the economic dimension of the proposal to illustrate its viabil-
ity. 

Project applicants we
business plan documentation. In two of the projects, these targets were 
quickly exceeded, and in one case this represented 50 percent and 100 
percent in consecutive years. One project failed to meet the targets due to 
over-estimating the scale of raw materials that could be acquired.    

If the SND loan had not been forthcoming, three 
would not have proceeded, and the various facilities expansions and in-
novations would have been cancelled. In these cases, receipt of the loan 
was credited as an important catalyst through giving kudos to the project 
idea via the range of documentation provided, and by allowing diversifi-
cation and expansion of facilities to meet immediate market demands. 
The combination of the Environmental Technology Loan with investment 
grants also provided business finance in a form that banks could not have 
duplicated, making new development feasible.   

In one case only, the project would still gone ahead and w
e timescale, as the technological investment was perceived as essen-

tial to enter new markets, which offered new opportunities for business 
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6.4 Incentive Impact 

6.4.1 Environmental Working Practices 

t Systems (EMS)  
With a view to entering European markets, one company is considering 

er, complying with ISO criteria 
would mean employing extra staff to complete the monitoring and meas-

laries, which would 

y production. In one case, this represents a 
goal for 50% of waste produced, in another case it comprises the funda-

 rationale of the project. 

Wa

d necessary innovation, because 
technology to this specification was not readily available for purchase.  In 

technology was not innovative, but it incorporated 

ing. 

w production plant was environmentally 
better than the one it replaced, so there was a direct environmental gain. 

eveloped created a new method for 

Environmental Managemen

applying for EMS accreditation. Howev

uring requirements – and this would cost more in sa
detract from profits. Since this company operates alone in the Norwegian 
market, there is no threat from domestic competitors, and on that basis 
there is no incentive to pursue the standard. Furthermore, on international 
markets, it is presently unclear whether competitor companies have at-
tained ISO accreditation. Without such pressure, no further action may be 
taken. 

Resource Usage 
The resource benefits from project implementation related principally to 
waste being utilised for energ

mental economic
Downstream benefits have included less energy consumed by end-

users of products, and investment in more energy-efficient transportation 
to handle the increased volume of waste. 

ste Management 
Improvements to the management of waste were effected by investment 
in new technology. One of these containe

another project, the 
features not available on older machines, such as changing the size of 
grids for sorting waste.   

Increased monitoring of waste also resulted from the new investments.  
To meet SFT regulations regarding noise levels, airborne dust content, or 
heavy metals in the atmosphere, one company now engages twice a year 
in measuring and monitor

New Production or Process Methods 
Two different types of process and production lines were supported by 
the loans. In one case, the ne

In another case, the system that was d
extracting environmentally dangerous materials. 
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Company Profile  
As a direct effect, the Danish client of one of the supported projects was 
ble to market its green credentials, based on how it recycled the wastes 

 process. 

nding the territorial coverage of active sup-
l to encompass major areas of Norway. Rather than im-

the increased vehicle 
, this allowed direct access for unloading 

Costs and Operating Efficiency 
proved their profit in recent years, they all 
 adequate. For example, the loan has al-

nt sites and investment in modern plant 

ployment increases of up to five persons on a full-time basis to 
uction lines. Otherwise, there were impacts outside 

two of these occasions, the finance was obtained by selling 
shares in the company to bring in extra working capital. 

a
from its production

Supplier Links 
Impacts on links with suppliers have meant an increased capacity to han-
dle waste, for example expa
pliers from loca
posing an environmental ethic on suppliers, activity has focused on draw-
ing a greater turnover from existing environmental sector business. This 
is providing an outlet and productive use for greater quantities of waste, 
assisting in the solution of waste treatment.   

Other Environmental Impacts   
One of the companies used the occasion of the loan to move its opera-
tions to a new site adjacent to the waterfront. For 
traffic with the project expansion
and loading, containing the environmental impact more effectively than 
would have been possible in the previous inland location.  

6.4.2 Economic Performance 

As all the companies have im
consider their performance as
lowed relocation to more efficie
with quicker production methods, all of which improve profitability. 
Prices on international markets have increased, meaning that returns are 
lower than anticipated, but these costs are absorbed within the overall 
profits. 

Employment Levels 
For two of the companies, the impacts of the loan-related investment 
were em
operate the new prod
the companies, as new competences were bought in to complete various 
analyses and monitoring activities. However, these sources were not lo-
cal, but were drawn principally from other regions of Norway and Den-
mark. 

Investment Intentions 
Three of the companies have chosen to invest further, purchasing new 
plant. On 
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Business Opportunities 

ed focuses espe-
cially on Europe, including Eastern Europe, but also as far afield as Chi-

et to expand as new clients emerge. 

 
and

0 percent market share.  In 
these examples, the competition was small and uncoordinated or signifi-

petent. In the other cases, the technology and methods 

pecific and specialist 
knowledge of environment-related industrial processes or were involved 

in practice that there was not a substan-
tial amount of new learning or impact on environmental attitudes or per-

 was one of improved business operations, and 

l environmental awareness raising. Instead, the 
technical and economic impacts that dominated the projects were ful-
filled, sometimes to a much greater extent than foreseen. 

All the companies have benefited by realising new business opportuni-
ties. Three of them now sell their products to, or accept commissions 
from, international clients. The range of countries involv

na, and the list appears s
The fourth company concentrated on business opportunities within 

Norway.  It was invited by central government to participate in an envi-
ronmental information programme promotional tour, and this became a 
substantial marketing drive for the company’s technical services.  It was 
paralleled by public sector activity to create a state sector budget reserve

 subsequent voluntary agreements to establish a fund for pre-paid 
recycling or disposal of toxic waste products. 

Market Share 
Two of the companies have now moved into a position from which they 
dominate the market or even have a monopoly within Norway, in one 
case having increased from 80 percent to a 10

cantly less com
used afford greater scope to these companies and therefore a competitive 
advantage over others in their sector. However, market share can also 
increase or diminish with fluctuations in exchange rates, especially re-
garding Norwegian crowns and US dollars, and areas such as metal pric-
ing are very susceptible to this influence. 

6.4.3 Attitudes and Perceptions  

Environmental Learning 
In this sector, the companies either already had a s

in its development.  This means 

ceptions. The perspective
exploiting or developing new markets. For example, even though the 
companies were aware of sustainable development principles, the factors 
determining the choice of raw materials were related to costs rather than 
environmental impacts. 

Meeting Expectations  
As the impacts were primarily focused on opening markets and increas-
ing business turnover, there was no anticipation of attitudinal or behav-
ioural change or regiona
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6.5 Administration 

e efforts had 
been directed at designing the application and securing approval for the 
loan.  One year after receipt of the loan, the beneficiaries had to submit a 

n used. Not all companies fulfilled this obliga-
tion, and there was no follow-up to pursue missing reports and no de-
tailed monitoring of progress. Communication was limited.    

6 months 
to approve the combined loan and grant package.  

Having personal contacts within SND was considered a distinct ad-
smoother application process and for increasing the 

ipts had to be 
pro

e companies agreed with this pol-
icy

 bank. In such a scenario, greater attention should be given 
to 

6.5.1 Interaction  

The companies had substantially less contact with SND during the im-
plementation phase than the application phase. Most of th

report on how it had bee

6.5.2 Organisation 

Different companies appear to have had very different experiences with 
SND. For one applicant, the process seems to have been very slow, and 
this pace was not perceived as matching business requirements.  How-
ever, another applicant described the process as speedy and efficient, but 
that case was also delayed as the European Commission took 1

vantage, both for a 
odds of securing loan finance. The local SND branches were described as 
key players in this context, conveying the sense that the applicant had 
support from within the organisation.  

Some of the beneficiaries found the payment sequence created diffi-
culties in the financial cycle. In essence, they were required to spend the 
money before they had received the money. All the rece

vided to demonstrate that the funds had been invested in appropriate 
technology. 

The companies were also divided on the theme of how much risk SND 
should accept. Currently, SND is perceived as discouraging projects en-
tailing a high degree of risk.  One of th

, stating that it was wise to play safe with taxpayers’ money, and that 
projects should be capable of weathering difficulties and not easily liable 
to collapse. However, another view was that SND should take greater 
risks with capital, acting as a type of venture fund rather than another 
conventional

expanding companies, and interest rates on the loan should not be 
raised to accommodate higher uncertainties. Without such revisions, 
some companies are unwilling to consult SND again for further invest-
ments, because they consider that the institution’s cautious approach 
would preclude further support. 

 



 

 



7. Sustainable Production and 
Consumption Grant, Norway  

7.1 Incentive Characteristics 

7.1.1 Background and Funding Base 

Ten years ago, the Norwegian Ministry of Environment established the 
Foundation for Sustainable Production and Consumption (GRIP). 
Through the provision of grants, the Foundation acts as an agent for pro-
moting environmental policy dedicated to the furtherance of sustainable 
production and consumption. GRIP works primarily with industries that 
are not conventionally considered to be polluting in a legal sense, but that 
do have an impact on the environment through the consumption of goods, 
chemicals and energy, transport and refuse. The operating strategy is to 
co-operate with private and public enterprises in developing and testing 
methods to improve eco-efficiency, communicating these methods to 
other enterprises so they can initiate measures to reduce their environ-
mental impact, and working for changes in framework conditions that 
will benefit the environment. 

In 2001, with a budget of NOK 55 million, GRIP funded 90 projects. 
Although the Ministry of Environment provides the basic financing for 
GRIP – amounting to NOK 16 million in 2002 – other ministries also 
make financial contributions, mostly linked to specific projects. 

7.1.2 Eligible Activity  

GRIP grants are available for a wide range of activities in different sec-
tors. Over time, the programme themes have included eco-build (for the 
construction and real estate sector), chemicals, purchasing, re-
tail/wholesale and travel and tourism. The thematic coverage is progres-
sive, following the sectors promoted by the government and working in 
accordance with the deliberations of the GRIP Executive Committee (see 
below). During 2002, GRIP is also supporting companies aiming for 
EMAS and ISO certification. In terms of company size, larger enterprises 
were favoured in the early years, reflecting the priority to demonstrate 
how they could progress environmentally. However, that phase is now 
complete, and the focus is increasingly turning towards SMEs.  
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7.1.3 Project Selection 

For a project to be considered, it must support some aspect of new
nology or innovation, and it should be a pilot from which other 

 tech-
compa-

nies can learn.  Its environmental impact is of greatest interest (such as 
energy use, waste, recycling, materials use, and health impacts), but other 
factors include evidence of consumer/client company demand, the avail-
ability of co-financing, and whether projects have a competitive edge to 

ere is no specific date for submis-
hroughout the year. The application 

form is available on the Internet, and applicants must provide various 

mpanies; 
another on paints comprises seven members representing producers and 

FT, the Norwegian Pollution Control Authority). 

ge of companies. 

help them succeed in the market. Th
sions, and applications are accepted t

accompanying materials.   
On receipt, projects are scored on the basis of their impact on envi-

ronment, energy, waste and other factors. This process seeks to identify 
those that correspond most with GRIP programme interests – for example 
relating to the use of materials, chemicals or recycling – and to estimate 
which projects will give the greatest positive impacts. Five criteria are 
used, and each category has a potential of 5 points, so allowing a maxi-
mum total of 25 points. Any project scoring under 10 at this stage would 
not be taken further; however, the majority falls into the 10-25 range. 
This information has been recorded in a database for the past three years. 
Thereafter, the route of the application depends on the scale of funding 
requested: applications over NOK 300,000 go to the Executive Commit-
tee; and applications between NOK 100,000 and 300,000 go to an appro-
priate sub-committee. Applications for less than NOK 100,000 are de-
cided by GRIP. 

The Executive Committee appoints sub-committees for 2-3 year peri-
ods to run in parallel with programmes. There are presently two sub-
committees. One on real estate and building construction consists of 
twelve members and includes representation from the largest co

sellers (and including S
The projects chosen are ones that already show promise for success. With 
regard to high-risk investments, a limited number of projects in the area 
of experimental technology/methodology are supported. 

7.1.4 Award Characteristics 

A maximum of 50% grant is available as co-financing. Projects invaria-
bly received this maximum rate-of-award in the early years, but now the 
average awards are within 30-40%. No SME differentiation is made in 
the award rate. As there is no upper limit on an individual award, larger 
companies can receive larger grants. These more substantial projects are 
sometimes allocated 10% grants, to help spread the available funds over a 
wide ran
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The grant is paid out in three instalments, typically over a timescale of 

e tourism sector were consulted on 
the

 
Rauland Turist is a public limited company in Telemark County that 

is one-third owned by the local municipality. It is responsible for tourism 
ffice, maintenance of cross-country slopes 

hort season from July to August, 
outside of which the islands are often covered in snow. Tourism has been 

nine months. Money is only given for one year, but the option exists to 
extend the project, and in a few cases this has stretched to three years. Of 
the 400-500 applications received in 2001, approximately 350 (30%) 
were rejected. This usually meant they did not meet the standard criteria, 
most importantly regarding environmental impact. Appeals against rejec-
tion can be made either to the Executive Committee or to the Ministry of 
Environment, but no company has yet taken this option. In some cases, 
GRIP has advised on how a rejected application could be improved.  

In 2001, between 30-40 applications were resubmitted, and some were 
put on a waiting list for available finance. Companies usually must pro-
vide two progress reports, one during project implementation and another 
when it is completed. However, in certain projects, up to four reports per 
year are required. Although these reports should follow a prescribed stan-
dard format, this has not always been complied with. This information is 
being integrated into the GRIP database, so that companies can refer to it 
as a benchmarking tool, both within a sector and across sectors for com-
parison. 

7.2 Beneficiaries 

7.2.1 Participant SMEs  

Five companies or agencies within th
ir use and experience of the GRIP grant. 
Gålå Høgfjellshotell og Hytter, which rents out cabins and hotel 

rooms in the Gudbrandsdalen valley, north of Lillehammer, is part of the 
international travel industry. Most of its customers are from outside Nor-
way, fulfilling the industry objective of attracting imports into the coun-
try. In recent years, full-time employment in the company has increased 
from 17 to 19, while part-time employment has remained stable at 14 
persons. In terms of economic performance, sales have been increasing, 
but this sector is also encountering higher costs each year

marketing, an information o
and destination development projects. Its full-time staffing has remained 
constant in recent years at three persons, with part-time staff recently 
reduced from 9 to 7 persons. Turnover has been incrementally increasing, 
but net profits have been marginal.  

Destination Lofoten is an organisation created specifically to promote 
tourism in Lofoten, principally for German and Swedish tourists. A staff 
of 4-5 persons works to promote the s
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decreasing in recent years, perceived as a consequence of the organisa-
tion’s reduced budget for conducting marketing abroad. 

Nordnes Camping, a one-person company based in Røkland, close to 
the city of Fauske, comprises a restaurant, cabins and tents, and the man-
agement of a caravan park. In addition to the full-time owner-manager, 
there are 12 part-time employees, most of which are students.  In recent 
years, turnover and net profits have increased only marginally.  

Geilo Tourism Service, in Hol Municipality, acted as co-ordinator of 
an SME initiative lead by the director of a local hotel. Two staff worked 
full-time on the project for three years, and several companies were 
clo

 of a waste-sorting area for a hotel facility, most 
projects encompassed a number of factors in an integrated manner. In 
such cases, the content addressed themes including waste reduction and 

aving, reduced water consumption, environment-
friendly materials, environmental information and sign-posting, and fa-
vouring local suppliers. This was supplemented with features such as the 

and cycle paths, encouraging ecological farms, 

Wh

sely involved in the project implementation. The participants included 
owners of hotels, rental housing, restaurants and shops, and providers of 
transport and outdoor activities such as skiing, fishing and sleighing.  

7.2.2 Projects Supported   

The projects supported were all within conventional tourism sector activi-
ties, but they were wide-ranging in content. Whereas the smallest project 
related to the expansion

management, energy s

creation of nature trails 
providing environment, fishing and mountain guides for tourists, and 
moving towards sustainable transportation. 

7.2.3 Scale and Timing of Awards  

The awards varied substantially, ranging from NOK 37,500 to NOK 
1,800,000, and from 10 percent of project costs up to 50 percent. 

In timescale, the grants were made during the period 1995 to 1999. 
Most were delivered in a single payment, but a few were phased as in-
stalments over two or three years. 

7.3 Project Design 

7.3.1 Environmental Capacity 

Most applicants had very little advance knowledge of environment. 
ereas they had considerable knowledge of the tourism business, envi-

ronmental awareness within a tourism context represented a new chal-
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lenge. In these cases, learning commenced with the process of developing 
the application.  

In one case, the applicant had some advance knowledge of environ-
me

it-
ting an application. In others, they were responding to GRIP announce-
ments in the press with invitations to come forward with project ideas. 

ism industry.  
Only in one case did the advertising of the grant initiate a new project 

idea that was independent of scheme targeting by the administrators. Ho-
icant subsequently followed a GRIP 

 were mostly qualitative. They ran-
ged over themes such as improving the treatment of environmental issues, 
introducing environmental management techniques, facilitating the mar-

nmental destinations, encouraging greater use of 
bicycles, and more generally disseminating environmental ideas that 
might promote more strategic thinking among businesses.   

included guidance on how to set precise 

nt, related to the savings that could be made with modified procedures, 
and the project was specifically to clarify how much this would comprise. 
In another exceptional case, the applicant had a very good prior knowl-
edge, drawn from previous experience in nature preservation and eco-
tourism. 

7.3.2 Incentive Discovery   

The beneficiaries learned of the grant’s existence in different ways, but 
always through GRIP activity. In some cases, GRIP had approached the 
company directly, suggesting that much could be gained through subm

7.3.3 Generation of Project Ideas  

In two cases, the activity was already planned or underway, and the GRIP 
grant represented a windfall gain, appearing at a convenient time to sup-
port these activities. In those instances, GRIP approved the plans and let 
the applicants determine how the project developed.  

In the other cases, GRIP was much more involved in steering the pro-
ject design process. Having generated new ideas and stimulated the appli-
cants into action, GRIP advised on drawing up applications that matched 
the agency’s requirements in the search for good examples to include in 
best practice manuals for different sectors within the tour

wever, even in that case the appl
framework for activities to be explored. 

7.3.4 Project Targets  

Of the projects that set targets, these

keting of areas as enviro

GRIP appears not to have 
quantitative/numerical targets, and only one project stated that both quali-
tative and quantitative factors were addressed. 
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7.3.5 Scenarios without Incentive Support 

If the GRIP grant had not been available, at least two of the projects 
wo

ould have gone ahead, but with different 
implications in each case. One represented compliance with anticipated 

d have progressed using own funding entirely 
(replacing the 12 percent contribution from GRIP). Another would have 

he 
participation of GRIP had introduced a strong strategic environmental 

ncouraged a number of hotels to ex-
press commitment and participate. It is considered that this momentum 

Co

estination, using local wood and 
materials in building and local produce in restaurants, and becoming a 

onmentally within the tourism sector in that region 
ample, the waste project supported by the grant 

idance rather 
tha

ion were perceived as too 
igh, but application is being made for the Nordic Environmental Light-

uld not have taken place. These ones received the largest contributions 
to project costs - 33 percent and 50 percent – and the absence of this scale 
of funding would have made the work unfeasible. In one of the cases, the 
savings generated by project implementation may have been the main 
factor that kept the company in business. 

The other three projects w

new laws, so the work woul

been scaled down and lasted a shorter time – one year – as the GRIP 
funding supported the second year of operation, and was being used to 
attract co-financing.   

The third project, which was receiving 10 percent, would have gone 
ahead in a different form, most likely focused on economic gain. T

emphasis to this case, which had e

and scale of involvement would not have been realised without the grant 
and the associated guidance. 

7.4 Incentive Impact 

7.4.1 Environmental Working Practices 

rporate Environmental Strategy 
In most cases, environmental visions, rather than strategies, have evolved 
from project implementation. These encompass aspirations such as be-
coming an environmentally sustainable d

leading company envir
of Norway. In one ex
became the catalyst or first step in the development of an environmental 
strategy. 

Environmental Management Systems (EMS)  
The investigation of environmental management systems was supported 
in a number of projects, generally through advice and gu

n direct funding. The local hotels have explored options, with varied 
outcomes.  

In one case, the demands of ISO accreditat
h
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house certificate as an intermediate step.  At the other end of the scale, a 

Waste Management 
proved in three of the supported projects. In 
tices, different waste products such as glass 

were separated from non-recyclable materials, and first steps towards 
s re-using containers, changing 

from paper cups to glasses, and printing on both sides of paper. In one 
uced, which corresponded to a reduc-

ugh the company profiles have not changed substantially, a 
number of the beneficiaries now mention their environmental credentials 

of the companies have par-

hotel group attained certification through the environmental programme 
of the Green Globe, the brand of the World Tourism and Travel Council, 
the highest body in the travel industry. However, recognising that con-
sumers are more familiar with ISO and EMAS, the company approached 
the Norwegian Industrial Association (NHO) to identify alternative certi-
fying bodies. The hotel’s subsequent attainment of the Nordic eco-label 
(Swan) was the first outcome of this, and it has since gained EMAS 
certification and ISO 14001 accreditation. Working to gain the EU eco-
label (Flower) may be the next step in this progression. 

Resource Usage 
All of the project beneficiaries cited a reduction in energy consumption as 
a main outcome of the project. This included energy saved on electricity 
by using timers and thermostats for heating, lowering the temperature in 
rooms/cabins, low energy bulbs being substituted for conventional light-
ing, windows being sealed with draughtproofing, and exploring alterna-
tive means of chilling food. One hotel quoted a saving of NOK 200,000 
on electricity, and another devised an alternative means of water heating. 
A problem with water leakage was also resolved, with identifiable sav-
ings.    

Waste management was im
systematising working prac

waste minimisation were taken, such a

case, 30 percent less waste was prod
tion of 60 percent in waste disposal costs. Additional investments were 
made in more efficient systems that produced less waste and facilitated 
waste recycling.  In one project, composting was successfully initiated, 
but in another area, the offer to convert waste food into animal feedstock 
was not taken up by local farmers. 

Company Profile 
Even tho

in marketing and promotional literature. Two 
ticipated in GRIP conferences, describing the project achievements and 
the revisions to company environmental practices. This information has 
also been disseminated in manuals and listed on the GRIP Internet home-
page.   
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Supplier Links 
Impacts on the supply chain comprised, in one case, the initiation of an 
annual review of supplier links, with outputs such as persuading suppliers 
to reduce the paper flow and work more with e-mails. In another exam-
ple, smaller suppliers were encouraged to use the same packaging for 
delivery and return, so reducing overall packaging requirements.  How-
ever, these small projects found that there was insufficient scope to make 
an impact on larger suppliers, such as chain stores. One company experi-
mented with suppliers of organic foods, but found this option restrictive 
and expensive, and thereafter they confined operations to using local 
produce and materials. 

Other Environmental Impacts 

form of environmental ethic has been developed, 
with a new environmental committee meeting six times a year. Staff 

formed of environmental aspects of company per-

g Efficiency 

None of the companies was able to identify new business or increased 
sales as a consequence of project participation. In some cases, the ab-

In most cases, the experience gained and retained through the projects has 
allowed follow-up initiatives, progressing each theme further.  Even in 
instances where the expertise was subsequently lost through staff re-
placement, the image of being an environmentally astute destination has 
been sustained, enhancing reputations within tourism markets. This is 
supported in practice, as hotel networks have continued as a basis for 
sharing environmental information, and some have progressed to certifi-
cation through the environmental lighthouse initiative.  

In one company, a 

members are kept in
formance, and this has been observed as having increased motivation and 
individual involvement and created a sense of ownership of environ-
mental initiatives. 

Other cases documented an educational process that has continued 
through regular contact with GRIP regarding environmental seminars, 
meetings and educational programmes, as well as the formalisation of 
routines, as a practical method of integrating environmental thinking with 
daily business practice.  

7.4.2 Economic Performance 

Costs and Operatin
With regard to overall profitability, the projects reported achieving 
greater environmental efficiency, with associated benefits through re-
duced costs, especially in energy costs.  This appeared to be the main 
economic benefit of the project, namely that the companies were now 
saving money, rather than making money. 

Business Opportunities 
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sence of this economic benefit, regardless of the range of activities under-

uch higher environmental policy credentials 
than competitor hotels. Its membership was subsequently renewed, but no 

Ot

En

ancial profits were not evident, other broader 
benefits were apparent, and it helped them to focus their thinking and 

In one case, even though the individual who trained with GRIP subse-
at deal had been learned during the im-

 had acted as a first source of 
environmental information, it chose to go beyond Norwegian sources to 

bodies. Currently, that company is moving closer 

taken, is attributed to the timescale, suggesting that it might take several 
years for their new environmental credentials to make an impact.  

Whereas this seems evident in examples where no formal environ-
mental certificates have yet been attained, it also applied to the hotel 
group that continued to develop well after the GRIP grant. It received 
several certificates, met all environmental laws and even exceeded legal 
requirements, but the environmental investment brought no immediate 
commercial advantage. For example, its inclusion on the regional admini-
stration preferential list for conferences and overnight stays was not re-
newed, even though it held m

bookings materialised.  

Employment Levels  
Only two companies identified impacts on employment. These comprised 
the temporary employment of one person to manage a bicycle-hire busi-
ness, and the (follow-on) establishment of a new outdoor activity com-
pany with professional staff involved in developing various pursuits and 
attractions.  

her Economic Impacts 
As a direct result of project implementation, plans have been made to 
develop initiatives such as fishing activities and creating forest trails. 

7.4.3 Attitudes and Perceptions 

vironmental Learning 
For the companies that had not previously embraced environmental ques-
tions, receipt of the grant launched them into this area, and they generally 
emerged with the impression that this activity was useful and worth con-
tinuing. Even though fin

identify future needs. 

quently left the company, a gre
plementation phase, and there is now a higher awareness of environ-
mental factors. In another, the financial savings were the clearest imme-
diate benefit, but the experience has set the company on the path to gain 
certifications at a later date. 

For one company, after the GRIP grant

investigate international 
to EU practices, anticipating achieving the EU eco-label, which is ex-
pected to attract tourists from outside the Nordic countries.  
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Nevertheless, in the short-to-medium term, the commercial value of un-
dertaking environmental investment has been questioned. Certifications 
often require fees that are considered too high, especially since they 
wo

In terms of the project outcomes, the beneficiaries varied in their judge-
against actual impacts.  Whereas the more straight-

ntable. As for economic gain through increased turn-
over, there was no evidence of direct benefits, and this reduced motiva-

ers. Enquiries directed at local politicians re-

By contrast, in the area of cost savings the grant exceeded expecta-
tions, especially with regard to waste treatment and energy consumption. 

uld further undermine attempts to increase turnover. This has 
prompted one company director to join a Nordic committee to seek to 
reduce these costs. 

In addition, it was observed noted that young people appear more in-
terested in working for a hotel company if it is perceived as environmen-
tally friendly. This was based on hotel placements of work-experience 
students, from a university department for hotels and hospitals manage-
ment. 

Meeting Expectations 

ment of expectations 
forward technical aspects were fulfilled, there was disappointment with 
features such as generating staff involvement and economic benefit, for 
which some projects had high expectations. Not all hotels were able to 
report on enthusiastic participation by employees, and in some cases this 
seemed insurmou

tion amongst project-hold
ceived the response that circumstances for economic-environmental re-
wards were improving, but it would require more time. 

7.5 Administration 

7.5.1 Interaction  

In most cases, there was regular contact with GRIP during the project’s 
lifetime. This principally comprised telephone and e-mail contact, but 
also included visits to GRIP and from GRIP personnel. In those instances 
where GRIP had initiated the project idea, such regular input was consid-
ered essential for the project’s on-going development, as the beneficiaries 
relied upon the agency’s environmental expertise to direct each stage. For 
one of the projects, which related to the first years in GRIP’s operations, 
there appears to have been less contact, and advice on capital investment 
took a considerable time to arrive. 
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7.5.2 Organisation 

The grant recipients mostly described their experience of the grant ad-
ministration as very positive. The liaison was carried out efficiently and 
within deadlines, a substantial amount of useful information was pro-
vided, and good contact was maintained throughout implementation and 
the subsequent period.  

ork, GRIP was perceived as a strong and positive influ-
 and the approaches taken. 
P’s interventions received some criticism. In one 

e 
com

iveness if environmental conversion is seen to be a practi-
cal advantage. 

With regard to outcomes, GRIP drew the best parts from each project 
to construct manuals of good practice. These contained information for 
hotels and the tourism industry to become more environmentally friendly, 
and this was taken entirely from Norwegian experiences.  In this pilot 
project framew
ence on project themes

The timing of GRI
case, the training course on environment occurred one year after the pro-
ject had started, which meant that the project holder spent the first twelve 
months trying to identify how to proceed, and the training of local com-
panies was delayed. In another instance, the earlier involvement of GRIP 
would have been appreciated, but in the project’s first year the company 
was unaware of the grant, suggesting that GRIP’s marketing of the incen-
tive had maintained a low profile. 

In another criticism, no direction was given on measuring achieve-
ments. Although this has now commenced, the results from the funded 
project were restricted to isolated examples of interesting developments, 
rather than a structured sectoral performance measurement. Lastly, som

panies sought a greater orientation towards economic reward. This 
might take the form of preferential treatment, which could encourage 
more competit

 



 

 



 

made the results accessible by a larger group.  Thereafter, specific selec-
tion criteria were used as a means of differentiating between competing 

8. Environmental Design  
Grant, Sweden 

8.1 Incentive Characteristics 

8.1.1 Background and Funding Base 

From 1997-2000, NUTEK administered the programme Design for the 
Environment in SMEs (also referred to as the Ekodesign programme). In 
content, this scheme sought to focus on products within an environmental 
management system, with a strong emphasis placed on research and de-
velopment, meaning that the participants were mostly industrial research 
institutes and universities. The Environmental Design Grant programme 
was not open to individual companies, but rather to groups of companies. 
It involved approximately 20 projects and 120 companies over a three-
year period, and during this time, NUTEK’s budget for the scheme 
amounted to SEK 25 million.  

8.1.2 Eligible Activity  

The theme of “design for the environment” related to practical means of 
improving products environmentally. This was approached from two 
perspectives: first, devising new methods or tools for product design; and 
second, modifying existing methods and promoting examples of good 
practice. 

In the latter category, an eco-design project managed by Swedish In-
dustrial Design (SVID) was considered a particular success. It used exist-
ing methods to integrate lifecycle assessment knowledge into companies’ 
operations, with a number of good examples resulting. In this respect, the 
themes supported could also be influenced by the existence of specialist 
sectoral organisations, industrial research institutes or universities with a 
certain competence. 

8.1.3 Project Selection 

In the first instance, general demands had to be met. These included co-
operating in a network (the minimum was three organisations, but more 
were usually involved), fulfilling an existing need, being based clearly 
within a specific trade or industry, and producing documentation that 
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projects. For example, this might relate to whether the 
well established locally or regionally, viewed in compa
links to the sector. Ideally, the app

For the Environmental Design 

applicants were 
rison with their 

licants would meet both these criteria.  
Grant, there was a specific demand that 

the company should have some form of product development or could 
influence product development. An internal grading template was used to 
assist project selection. Although this contained a degree of subjectivity, 
it still afforded support to decisions. If unconditional demands were not 

be granted. In 
practice, NUTEK administrators consider that this decision support tool 

jects. A decision protocol was also 
 as project feasibility, value-added, 

8.1.4 Award Characteristics 

 parallel environmental management programme 

 statement of how the money was used, this report often con-
tai

8.2.1 Participant SMEs 

nterviewed for the Environmental Design Grant. 
Located in different parts of Sweden, all four companies develop and sell 

met, projects received a zero score, and approval could not 

was effective in selecting the best pro
completed, addressing categories such
and dissemination of results, generally considered from a NUTEK per-
spective. 

A reference group assessed the applications as part of the decision 
process. The group consisted of about 10 people, representing a wide 
spectrum drawn from municipalities, consultancy firms, universities, and 
companies of varying sizes, amongst other sources. The reference group 
was very active in the design programme, but the continuous/open system 
for applications meant that it proved difficult to compare the different 
proposals. 

In comparison with the
(MISF) run by NUTEK, projects supported by the Environmental Design 
Grant were fewer in number and received higher awards. This reflected 
the strong research orientation of several major projects.  Project leaders 
had to submit a final report after project completion. In addition to an 
economic

ned a description of a tool or method, or good examples worth high-
lighting.  

8.2 Beneficiaries  

Four companies were i

products, but the degree of involvement in the production differs.  
Blueair was launched in 1996, producing air cleaners, for which the 

company conducts its own sales and marketing. In the beginning, the 
focus was on the Swedish market, but this has now shifted towards for-
eign markets, and most of the activities are now out-sourced to subcon-
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tractors in China and the United States. The company is currently in a 
development phase and expects growth in employees, sales and profits in 
the near future.  

Kron, located in Vinslöv, was founded in 1871. This company manu-
fac

mises.  At present, there are 12 employees, but one addi-
tio

telephones, for which it occupies second place on the world 
market. During 1997-2001, as a stock market listed company, it grew to 
450 employees, but today it is an SME with 11 employees. The produc-

 present, Konftel is working to gain a foot-

 of design, production and product life cycle into consid-
eration from the beginning of the working process. Each of the benefici-
ary companies worked with an industrial designer with specialist knowl-

design. Two companies developed new products, 
and two others refined their existing products and learned about lifecycle 
assessment (LCA), recycling, packaging and resource efficiency, 

Fu

tures, markets and sells cleaning products such as dish brushes, dust 
brushes and cloths, mostly to wholesale outlets and stores.  Sixty percent 
of its range comprises its own manufacturing, and the rest is made up of 
complementary products from other sources. In recent years, the number 
of employees has reduced from 38 to 35, due to more efficient admini-
stration and production, and sales have deceased.  However, both sales 
and profits are expected to increase in future.  

Swepac, which has been in existence for 10 years, produces, markets 
and sells ground compactors. Several subcontractors manufacture the 
individual product parts, and the machines are then assembled in the 
company pre

nal member of staff is expected next year. Its prime customers com-
prise construction and machine rental companies. Swepac has 60 percent 
of the Swedish market in this sector, and it is now aiming to capture in-
ternational markets. Business cycles have reduced sales and profits re-
cently, but sales and profits are expected to increase soon. 

Konftel in Umeå has existed since 1987. It develops, markets and sells 
conference 

tion takes place in China. At
hold in the US market.  

8.2.2 Projects Supported 

Within the programme, the companies participated in environmental de-
sign activities, as well as network meetings with lectures, seminars and 
discussions. The objective was to develop new products, taking environ-
mental aspects

edge in environmental 

amongst other factors.  

8.2.3 Scale and Timing of Awards 

nding from the Environmental Design Grant was paid to the industrial 
designers, not to the companies.  For this reason, the companies were not 
always fully aware of financial and administrative details.  
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To take part in the Ekodesign programme, each company had to contrib-
ute SEK 50,000. Thereafter, the designers received payments covering 
time and work expenses, ranging from SEK 50,000 to SEK 80,000. In 
one case, the financial allocation was more than adequate, but in another 
the

8.3

result 
of 

signers. The proposal had been channelled 
through Swedish Industrial Design, and the designers were looking for 

which to work. In some cases, the designers 
ontacts, but in others the links represented new 

 originated from the companies, rep-
resenting ideas that had been in existence for some time, but awaiting 
realisation. It was convenient that the topics and the programme aims 
complemented each other. Only in one case did the company learn about 
the project, decide to become involved, and then formulate an idea re-
garding product development.  

 funding was not sufficient to cover the costs.  
The project ran from 1997 to 2000, but in some cases the processes 

initiated within the companies continued into subsequent years.  

8.3 Project Design 

.1 Environmental Capacity 

None of the companies had extensive knowledge of environmental issues 
before applying to participate in the project. Most referred to everyday 
knowledge and the societal debate as popular sources, while their own 
work focused on technology and product development.  

Two companies with some previous knowledge envisaged participa-
tion as a way to learn more and expand their knowledge. One of these 
companies already had a written environmental policy, but this seems to 
have been created primarily to satisfy clients, rather than being the 

in-house environmental awareness.  

8.3.2 Incentive Discovery  

In an untypical characteristic, for all companies the initiative to take part 
came from the industrial de

suitable companies with 
were already established c
associations.  

8.3.3 Generation of Project Ideas 

The awarding body, NUTEK, appears to have had no involvement in the 
generation of project ideas. In comparison, SVID, the lead institution on 
the design side, influenced thinking within the projects, but to differing 
extents and mainly through introducing new knowledge and inspiration, 
rather than steering the companies’ activities.  

In most cases, the project themes
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8.3.4 Project Targets 

Rather than setting specific quantitative targets, the companies had quali-
tative targets for their development activities, all focused on increased 
knowledge. The project was seen as an opportunity to learn, to experi-

If t
 product 

development. In one case, the company may have tried to identify other 
funding possibilities, as access to the development process is costly for 

 the idea would have been substantially delayed, 
at least. 

Two other companies would have developed their ideas even without 
 case, participating in the project had defi-

imescale and the 
lev

8.4.1 Environmental Working Practices 

mportant result of the Ekodesign participa-

ironmental Strategy 
Whereas one company already had an environmental strategy prior to 
participation, two others are developing such strategies as a direct result 

r examples, environmental issues relat-

ted EMS, but this was al-
rea

ment with a new product or test an idea, to investigate possible alternative 
materials, or to develop a more efficient resource use. 

8.3.5 Scenarios without Incentive Support 

he Environmental Design Grant had not existed to support this frame-
work, two of the companies would not have proceeded with the

SMEs, but realisation of

the programme support. In one
nitely refined the thinking process, but the idea had not originated with 
Ekodesign programme. Moreover, since the project had not provided 
financial assistance, there was no funding element as a decisive factor.  In 
the second case, the difference would have been in the t

el of knowledge in environmental issues. 

8.4 Incentive Impact 

For all companies, the most i
tion was a new way of thinking and an increased awareness of the impor-
tance of environmental considerations. In each case, the participants ap-
pear to have been strongly influenced by the lectures and the co-operation 
with the industrial designer.  

Corporate Env

of project involvement. In the latte
ing to product development are now taken into consideration more and, in 
one case, raised at every product meeting.   

Environmental Management System (EMS)  
Two of the companies had a form of accredi

dy in place before their involvement in the programme.  
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Resource Usage 
The educational aspects of the project, such as the lectures on LCA, in-
creased the participants’ knowledge on resource use, and this produced 
tangible results in some cases. For example, one company reduced pack-
aging of its products, and this led to more efficient transport as the prod-

pace.  

Production or Process Methods 
n views of the company activi-
 of materials, resource use and 

duction process could be exported instead. 
Th

Company Profile  
 environmental profiles as a result of project 

participation, and in a third case, the company attempts to use its envi-
ronmental credentials as a persuasive factor in marketing. Another com-

pile a brochure with information 

uppliers. Rather than chan-
ging the suppliers, it has meant changing how existing suppliers operate 

t the same demands as the company 

ucts now take up less s

Waste Management 
Increased knowledge in product lifecycles has resulted in higher aware-
ness of producer responsibility, and one company is now considering how 
this should be integrated into future activities.  

In one case, the project had major effects o
ties, encouraging reconsideration of choice
recycling, amongst other factors. The product development process has 
changed, environmental concerns are now a central part of it, and ideas 
have emerged on how to reorganise the logistics of production. For in-
stance, in the future internationalisation of this company, one idea is that 
instead of putting together the product and then exporting it, the file that 
describes the parts and the pro

e product could then be assembled on location with parts bought from 
the closest supplier, so reducing transport. The company already supplies 
spare parts in a similar way. 

In another case, the company considered its product was now more 
environment-friendly, due to the increased awareness of environmental 
impacts, but that the production methods had not required modification to 
achieve this outcome. 

Two companies developed

pany was engaged in discussions to com
highlighting its environmental profile. 

Supplier Links  
The new environmental awareness has, in at least one case, been trans-
ferred from the companies downstream to its s

i.e. they are now expected to mee
imposes on its own operations.  
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8.4.2 Economic Performance  

One company has developed and started to sell a new product as a result 
y to identify economic im-
d product modifications are 

Investment Intentions 
e environmental thinking has now become a fundamen-

d that implementation of the new environmental 
to positive client reactions, and as a consequence 

8.4.3 Attitudes and Perceptions 

is small and involved in the 
wh

expectations, and in some cases the results were better than expected.  
cts on technical features than had been anticipated, 

e new knowledge and 
a challenge to persuade the employees of the value of activities such as 
testing new materials.  

of the project, but it was considered too earl
pacts. For two other companies, production an
still in the development phase.  

In one case wher
tal part of the company’s overall approach to business, investment deci-
sions are now tailored to ensure environment-friendly choices in the de-
velopment process.  

Business Opportunities 
One company state
knowledge has lead 
more business opportunities.  

Environmental Learning 
Attitudes and perceptions of environmental issues are the areas where the 
greatest impacts can be seen. The companies confirmed that as more was 
learned about environmental aspects of production, attitudes changed. 
The product development phase is where the effects can be seen, and two 
companies described environmental considerations as now forming a key 
element of product development, with the designers using the LCA 
method.  

As the project progressed, in one case it changed the perceptions of 
both the designer and the company. In another example, environmental 
thinking is anchored in the staff group, which 

ole process.  

Meeting Expectations  
All the beneficiaries were positive regarding how the project had met 

There were fewer effe
with impacts more focused on new design ideas.   

In one case, an earlier benefit from marketing had been expected for 
the company, but this reward was still to materialise.  In another case, the 
employees had presented an unexpected and considerable resistance to 
change, resulting in problems in communicating th
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8.5 Administration 

orting, but – as in the applica-
tion phase - there was no interaction with NUTEK. All the companies 
considered the meetings, contacts and input from SVID as very positive, 

 shown in the different projects and valu-

With regard to project organisation, the beneficiaries made various ob-
 would have preferred the seminars on LCA to 

at this would have made it easier to 
motivate employees at all levels, since it would have been perceived as 

ing to another company, ensuring that the em-

8.5.1 Interaction 

During the implementation phase, there was regular contact with SVID 
for network meetings and the progress rep

with interest and understanding
able inputs made in environmental knowledge transfer (such as LCA).  

8.5.2 Organisation  

servations. One company
have been scheduled earlier in the process, whereas others suggested 
means of involving employees more effectively. For example, if the pro-
ject had been in the form of a paid grant with required result reporting 
and quantified goals, they believed th

more important. Accord
ployees realise that the management is very involved with the project 
would encourage them to engage more. 

 



9

teristics 

 and Funding Base 

e perspective of sustainability. The focus is on the entire 
company, with improvements not only reducing environmental impact 
but also offering new business opportunities. The philosophy is that profit 

ansition, based on being in the forefront of develop-

e first year of operation. About 
25-30 projects will be granted money for a pilot phase, but only about a 
third of that number will be financed for the subsequent main phase. 

9.1.2 Eligible Activity  

The MAF programme is divided into two thematic areas. The first relates 
to environmentally-sound products as a competitive device. Its aim is to 
raise environmental and sustainability performance in product and busi-
ness development. In this process, it is important for companies to estab-
lish the balance between ecological, economic and social aspects at an 
early stage. Eligible activity under this theme includes new ways of 
thinking, new working methods and tools to influence the business strat-
egy of the company, as well as the preparation of plans to introduce sus-
tainable products that open doors to new markets. The product must be 

. Environment-Driven Business 
Development Grant, Sweden  

9.1 Incentive Charac

9.1.1 Background

From 2001, NUTEK has administered a grant programme on environ-
ment-driven business development (MAF). Drawing on the experience 
and results of previous programmes (MISF and MPU), this scheme seeks 
to increase existing levels of competence and upgrade the knowledge 
base. The overall aim of the programme is to strengthen the competitive-
ness of SMEs by stimulating them to develop their operations and their 
products from th

can be made from tr
ment.  As in the previous programmes, NUTEK does not work directly 
with the companies, but instead through regional actors, who ultimately 
become project leaders for group applications. The projects are conducted 
through networks with active participation by SMEs. 

The MAF scheme is open to local and regional institutions (e.g. envi-
ronment and business departments in municipalities, ALMI, or county 
administrative boards), non-governmental or trades organisations, indus-
trial research institutes, universities and groupings of companies, amongst 
others. With regard to funding, The Ministry of Trade and Industry allo-
cated SEK 11 million to NUTEK for th
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developed so that leads to environmental improvements and generates
more business. One example would be to involve a group of companies in
a supply chain and work on the development of a product at all the
ent stages.  

 
 

 differ-

The second theme relates to operational development that focuses on 
continuous improvement. This refers to the unexploited potential in the 
environmental management systems of companies, where the capacity to 
deliver on-going improvement has decreased. Accordingly, the aim is to 

e continuous improvements within 
the framework of a company’s EMS, with an emphasis on organisation, 

ion and competence building. 
mpanies, but instead they gain ac-

 wanting 
to 

In considering applications, general demands must be met, and these 
themes. They include co-operating in a network 
ree companies), fulfilling an existing need, being 

stimulate, measure and communicat

leadership, participation, communicat
No finance goes directly to the co

cess to the knowledge within the network, to experts, and to events such 
as competence-raising seminars. However, participants must also become 
active in development.   

9.1.3 Project Selection 

For MAF, there is only one call annually for project applications. This 
method allows all applications to be considered simultaneously in the 
competition for funds. The standard application form, which can be 
downloaded from the NUTEK website, has been revised and simplified 
for MAF. 

The application is divided into two steps. The first step leads to a pilot 
study, which takes four months, and the second stage relates to the main 
project. For theme 1, the principle criterion is that the companies

participate must already have some form of organised environmental 
system. They do not have to be EMS certified, but they must have experi-
ence of dealing with such questions. Alternative qualifications include 
experience with quality systems and an interest in environmental issues.  
Theme 2 relates more to SMEs that have already profited from environ-
mental work and see a market value in developing environmentally sound 
products; and to organisations or companies that work with small enter-
prises to develop products from an environmental and sustainability per-
spective.   

are the same for both 
(with a minimum of th
based clearly within a specific trade or industry, and producing documen-
tation that makes the results accessible by a larger group. Thereafter, 
specific selection criteria are used as a means of differentiating between 
competing projects. They differ slightly between themes, reflecting the 
different arrangements. An internal grading template with two variants is 
used to assist project selection. Although this contains a degree of subjec-
tivity, it still affords support to decisions. If unconditional demands are 
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not met, projects receive a zero score, and approval cannot be granted. In 
practice, NUTEK administrators consider that this decision support tool 
is effective in selecting the best projects. A decision protocol is also com-
pleted, addressing categories such as project feasibility, value-added, and 
dissemination of results, generally considered from a NUTEK perspec-
tiv

es. For the main projects, NUTEK pro-
vides co-financing of up to 50% of the total project cost, with a financial 
upper limit of SEK 800,000. In order to guarantee the quality of the pro-

anies are expected to contribute by engaging their 

 on support allow a company to receive public aid totalling 
ma

9.2

e. 
A reference group assesses the applications as part of the decision 

process. The group consists of about 10 people, representing a wide spec-
trum drawn from municipalities, consultancy firms, universities, and 
companies of varying sizes, amongst other sources. 

9.1.4 Award Characteristics 

NUTEK finances pilot studies with up to 100% grant awards. This is 
subject to an upper limit of SEK 100,000, which is given in relation to the 
number of participating compani

ject, participating comp
own staff and by making a cash investment in the main project of mini-
mum SEK 5,000 per company. 

NUTEK’s co-financing can be combined with other public and private 
funds, provided the EC provisions on state aid are followed. The de mi-
nimis rules

ximum EUR 100,000 during a three-year period. Companies in the 
agricultural, fisheries and transport sectors are not eligible.  The money 
goes to the project owner, in most cases a university, industrial research 
institute or municipality. In practice, it is seldom a group of companies, 
because they are less effective in disseminating project results, and they 
often have insufficient regional linkages. 

Project leaders must submit a final report following implementation. 
In addition to an economic statement of how the money was used, this 
report often contains a description of a tool or method, or good examples 
worth highlighting.  

 Beneficiaries  

9.2.1 Participant SMEs 

The five companies interviewed for the Environment-driven business 
development grant are located in Östergötland and the larger Stockholm 
region. The companies in Östergötland participated in a regional project 
called Advantage Environmental Product Development (Fördel MPU), 
and the other companies were part of a certification project for SMEs , 
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resulting in an Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) designed as a 
tool for environment-driven product development32.  Both projects were 
financed by NUTEK through the Environment-Driven Business Devel-
opment Grant 

HTC Sweden is based in Söderköping. Founded in 1987, it began as a 
floor grinding entrepreneur, but since 1994-95 it develops, produces, sells 
and markets its own products to clients that include major machine sellers 
as 

 percent of sales are 
exported to 40 different countries, and in its special product - polished 
industrial floors – the company has around 95 percent of the market, as 

d market in other fields of work.  

.  In practice, this involves 
bo

.  Located in Södertälje, south-
we

vides service solutions to companies (recycling of 
toners, printer maintenance etc.), but it works principally with recycling 
of toner cartridges from laser printers.  The company was started in 1995, 

mprising both service and sales person-
nel.  

well as one-person businesses.  Since 1992, the company has consis-
tently been growing in employees, sales and turnover, and there are cur-
rently 27 full-time and four part-time employees, the last few years hav-
ing seen increases of 4-5 persons per year.  Eighty

well as 75 percent of the worl
Gateway Security produces and sells store alarms through distributors. 

The production is located in Motala, Sweden and in Brazil, and sales are 
made to 54 countries. The company has existed since 1984, beginning as 
a small family business of up to five employees, but during the 1990s it 
experienced strong growth, and today there are 30 employees. 

EWAB started in 1970, with a business idea that moved the company 
into the field of automatic conveyors, and now it produces, markets and 
sells conveyor solutions to the industrial sector

th putting together the conveyor structure and assembling the inte-
grated system in the client’s premises. EWAB has its development de-
partment in Vadstena, where they devise conveyor solutions and store a 
supply of parts. Other company locations in Europe (in eight countries at 
present) are supplied from Sweden.  In all countries, EWAB has a total of 
ca. 260 employees, with 57 of them based in Vadstena. In future, the 
work force, sales and profits are expected to stay at current levels. 

JM Skyltservice was started in 1995, and it makes and sells a range of 
printed signs for stores, cars, tarpaulin etc

st of Stockholm, the company comprises four persons, and there are no 
plans for expansion. Its turnover increased three years ago, but since then 
it has been maintained at that level. 

Perfect Print pro

and today it has 17 employees, co

                                                                          
32 “Certifierade miljövarudeklarationer i mindre företag som verktyg för miljödriven produktut-

veckling” led by Sinf Miljö& Kvalitet, a company within the Swedish Industry Association. 
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9.2.2 Projects Supported 

Three of the companies took part in the MPU regional network and 
knowledge project, and each had its own in-house project. Through semi-
nars and meetings, the respective projects and progress reports were dis-
cussed. In addition, within the framework of the project, the companies 
cou

nd estab-
lish

ously with 
wo

era

and additional costs were 
ant

9.3.1 Environmental Capacity 

Levels of environmental knowledge prior to the project differed between 
companies. Typically, this knowledge was focused on office environment 

ld buy consultancy services to assist their development work. Financ-
ing came from NUTEK, but JG Consult was engaged as the project man-
ager. The project activities concerned creating a new product that repre-
sented a further development of existing products, and the development 
of new technology for existing products and production process.   

In the two cases for EPD certifications for SMEs, the activities com-
prised preparatory work as part of moving towards environmental certifi-
cation, with the project basically a test to ascertain whether certification 
of these businesses was possible. For example, the consultants examined 
the company’ production processes and working procedures a

ed the basis for certification. In one case, the consultants created an 
Excel-based environmental management system, and in another they 
conducted lifecycle assessments.  This was paralleled by internal training 
for employees to understand what the environmental certification would 
mean. In one case, the EPD process was conducted simultane

rk on ISO certification (14001 and 9000) and with working environ-
ment certification (AFS). Together, these inputs presented a total “review 
and revision” of the company administration, production process, waste 
management and psychological working environment. 

9.2.3 Scale and Timing of Award 

For the companies participating in the MPU project, the level of support 
and funded components were differentiated. To cover costs, the compa-
nies received grants ranging from SEK 50,000 to SEK 150,000. In gen-

l, costs for bought services such as external consultancy could be re-
covered, but time committed to the project was not eligible.  These three 
projects started in 2002, with the grants paid in installments. 

In the EPD project, no grants were given to the companies. Instead, 
they had to meet their own initial expenses, 

icipated later in the certification process.  

9.3 Project Design 

matters such as paper recycling, and attention to the production process 
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and products was limited. In one cases, company products sometimes 

ility for auditing company products and processes, arrang-
ing meetings, seminars and lectures, recommending consultancy contacts 

ing or shaping specific projects. 

g recycling, and performing 
client surveys, with the result that the EPD review found little need to 
modify production and administration processes. 

In the MPU project, the companies had different experiences with 
goals. In one case, the goals were primarily of a technical character, and 
environmental targets were introduced later, for example to reduce the 
number of components in a product and to extend its working life. In 

contained mercury, making issues of waste disposal a regular feature of 
standard procedures; and another company had already worked partly 
with recycling, so a level of environmental awareness was inherent in the 
business function.  

9.3.2 Incentive Discovery 

For the MPU regional project, the companies were introduced to it by 
either the project management or ALMI (a government owned business 
development organisation that offers financing and consultations for 
SMEs). For the EPD certification project, the companies learned of its 
existence from the Swedish Industry Association or from NUTEK.  

9.3.3 Generation of Project Ideas  

For the generation of project ideas, the differences relate to the two um-
brella projects.  The focus of the MPU project – moving product and 
production process development towards increased environmental con-
siderations – worked on ideas that were often already in existence. In 
contrast, in the EPD project was a sectoral initiative that did not come 
from the companies, nor did the companies carry out the work alone, but 
drew on external experts. 

Apart from supplying the funding, the involvement of NUTEK ap-
pears to have been very limited, for instance only conducting ex post 
evaluation. The main contact was with the project management, which 
took responsib

and other inputs, but without steer

9.3.4 Project Targets 

The approach to goals and target-setting was also determined by which 
umbrella project the companies followed. In the EPD project, an audit 
produced environmental goals that the amount of waste should be 
weighed, the amount of transportation should be noted, and that sorting, 
recycling and disposal of waste should be quantified. In another example, 
targets formulated during the earlier ISO certification process had in-
cluded measuring waste production, increasin
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another case, where the project idea already existed, specific goals were 
in place from the outset. They were primarily qualitative, investigating 
the scope to utilise new technology specifically in developing the com-

he LCA had indicated that the production 

ned the same timeframe and content, but in the other 
case it would have occurred later and with a considerably reduced em-
phasis on environmental aspects.   

ples, the companies would not have launched 

new 
knowledge and management assistance were direct benefits and key fac-
tors and incentives that persuaded them to engage with the project. 

e EPD companies successfully launched an environmental man-
agement system, which also gained accreditation. 

Resource Usage  

pany product. In a third case, t
process was already efficient, and the project was reoriented towards the 
product’s lifetime, with targets related to energy efficiency and recycling.  

9.3.5 Scenarios without Incentive Support 

Without the environment-driven business development support, only two 
of the companies would have proceeded with the project.  In one case, it 
would have maintai

In the three other exam
the projects independently, partly because the initiative stimulated and 
encouraged action, partly on financial grounds, but also because other 
options were available such as settling for ISO certification, rather than 
aiming at environmental product declaration. Each of these companies 
acknowledged that the professional network, range of contacts, 

9.4 Incentive Impact 

9.4.1 Environmental Working Practices 

Corporate Environmental Strategy  
Each of the EPD companies produced an environmental strategy, as part 
of the certification process.  In one other case, the new knowledge about 
environmental design and product development means that the company 
is now considering more carefully the choice of materials and the life of a 
product. 

Environmental Management System (EMS) 
One of th

Most companies cited that the project resulted in a reduced resource us-
age. However, no precise measurements had been taken to support this 
view. Across companies, the savings comprised using fewer components 
in the product, a simplified production procedure, new technology with 
lower energy requirements, and a smaller product with a consequently 
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smaller transport volume. In two cases, the reduced energy consumption 
occurred during use of the product by customers. 

Waste Management 
On

 and a product that was much easier to recycle.  

Company Profile  
ated as a result of the project, 

Other Environmental Impacts  
For one company, the increased awareness of transport activity and re-

d to a reduction of transportation in future. In 
other companies, the results included the ability to communicate the envi-
ronmental profits of products to customers and a drive to find even more 

ce or increased market share, but it was anticipated that in fu-
ture there would a positive impact on profitability. 

e company stated that improved waste disposal and recycling was one 
of the main results of the project, whereas another cited that its products 
were now easier to separate for recycling, but that further investigation 
into waste disposal and recycling routines would be conducted in future. 

Production or Process Methods 
For participants in the MPU project, the main focus was on products, 
rather than production or process methods, with one company succeeding 
in creating a new, more environmentally efficient product. Its innovative 
merit consisted of fewer parts, fewer types of materials, a modified pro-
duction process,

No new marketing profiles have been cre
but it was expected that the certifications and the character of the new 
products would be used in marketing. It was considered that certification 
presented a competitive advantage, and that it was perceived as an indica-
tion of serious engagement, demonstrating that the company had a future 
orientation. 

Supplier Links  
In the one company that changed suppliers after the project, environ-
mental reasons do not appear to have been significant, but since then it 
has commenced examining the environmental profile of suppliers. In the 
company that already had ISO certification, the existing suppliers already 
met these criteria.  

lated costs is expected to lea

environmental arguments for products. 

9.4.2 Economic Performance 

It was difficult for companies to estimate impact on economic perform-
ance since the products had not yet completed the development phase. 

Similarly, it was too early for companies to record an improved sales 
performan
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9.4.3 Attitudes and Perceptions 

Environmental Learning 
The impacts on attitudes and perceptions of environment and sustainable 

r between companies because of factors such as the 

e had been involved in 
the certification process, and the new approach was visible both in the 

nd in the office activities. In another example, the 

ment and environmental regulation. As different parts of the market and 
erate without synchronisation, certifica-

In cases where the project met expectations, the results varied. A very 
as derived when a network of companies developed as 

 a certified company, but the activity represented only 
preparatory work for a certification procedure.  In another case, the EPD 

ved to have a low profile in the market, and it was 

development diffe
type of project, number of employees involved, and how far the project 
has progressed.  

For instance, in one company a considerable amount had been learned 
throughout the process, but the knowledge was confined to three persons 
at product development level, and it had not reached the employees who 
manufacture the products. By contrast, in a smaller company, the attitude 
change was apparent at all levels. Each employe

production process a
impact occurred in the construction side of the company, where various 
individuals received training in environmental product development.  

In one exceptional case, the experience appears to have resulted in a 
heightened scepticism and critical attitude towards sustainable develop-

regulatory system appear to op
tions such as EPD remain persuasive rather than powerful, leading the 
company to conclude that it had invested time and money on an insecure 
objective.  

Meeting Expectations   

positive outcome w
an unexpected result, whereas in another instance the level of increased 
knowledge and improved product was lower than anticipated, but still had 
a positive impact on ways of thinking regarding product construction.  

For companies with unfulfilled expectations, one case related to the 
assumption that the business organisation would gain more knowledge 
and would become

certification pro
claimed that public sector agencies and authorities were not following 
their own recommendations and regulations to buy only from certified 
producers.  
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9.5 Administration 

9.5.1 Interaction 

s, companies received visits from NUTEK 

process, the project managers were credited with a good under-
sta

terviewing, and au-
diting the company procedures. Again, these consultants appeared to 

 and the working interaction was effec-

Amongst the MPU participant
and the county administration, but in practice most interaction took place 
with the project management.  Comprising consultants engaged to over-
see the 

nding of the products being developed. 
On the EPD project, the project management personnel were involved 

to a high degree through visits to companies, staff in

understand the companies well,
tive. 

9.5.2 Organisation 

In terms of administration, the project experience was generally described 
as a very satisfactory and positive co-operation. Thereafter, different 
companies placed value on different aspects. For some, a larger grant 
would have made a significant difference, for others the grant was less 
important and greater emphasis was placed on the meetings, contacts 
gained and networks established. 

 



10 Thematic Comparison 

10.1 Introduction 

In Section 2 of this report, the various environmental incentives available 
in the Nordic countries were reviewed from a comparative perspective. In 

comparative review is extended to draw together the 

eipt of the various grants and loans were selected 
from the four Nordic countries of Denmark, Finland Norway and Swe-
den. Their activities encompassed a broad range of environmental factors. 

r, these included hotel and cabin rental, destination 

ring), transport and erection of wind 
turbines, printing, and industrial flooring. 

Approximately half of the companies had some form of environmental 
knowledge prior to applying for project funding. The reasons for this 
varied. In several cases, this was based on educational backgrounds, pre-
vious work experience in environmental professions or existing engage-
ment in the environmental sector. In certain instances, this knowledge 
had been gained specifically to enter the environmental sector, and devel-
oped to a high degree of specialism. In others, it related to the hazards of 
the work environment, where environmentally dangerous materials were 
in regular use, or to customers holding certificates in environmental man-
agement systems that sought suppliers conforming to their policies.    

Those with no environmental knowledge especially included tourism 
companies, for which this represented a new undertaking, and the learn-
ing commenced with the application process. Others described their 
knowledge as basic, related to matters such as office materials recycling, 
and one company with a written environmental policy indicated that it 

this section, the 
company perspectives on the incentives surveyed in the second phase of 
this project.   

The themes considered are divided into beneficiaries, projects, incen-
tive experience, environmental impact, economic impact, and associated 
outcomes. 

10.2 Beneficiaries 

The companies in rec

In the tourism secto
development and promotion.  In manufacturing, they included composite 
products for trains, buses, trams and trucks, air cleaners, alarms, bicycles, 
ground compactors, telephones and pipeline insulation. Others included 
processes such as PCB removal, recycling of metals, plastics and other 
waste materials, textile colouring, oil spill treatment, surface treatments 
(such as sandblasting and lacque
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had been prepared to satisfy clients, rather than resultin
knowledge. 

g from in-house 

10.3 Projects 

 wide range of project types. Although there was 
always an environmental dimension, the specific focus varied by sector 

cts, and, for the tourism sector, reducing resource con-
sum

companies. In some instances, these were long-
standing ideas, and the incentive presented an opportunity to realise these 
ideas.  In others, the ideas were more recent, prompted by the increasing 

y related to environmental compatibility, and in 
some instances this meant responding to legislation.  In instances where 

funding would have effectively cancelled 
the

The sample included a

and within incentives. The main topics comprised incorporating environ-
mental management systems, providing start-up finance for SMEs, im-
provements to production processes, investments in new or additional 
technology, applying environmental design considerations into new and 
existing produ

ption and materials use, creating nature trails and ecological farms. 
In terms of how the project ideas originated, most (75 percent of ca-

ses) came from the 

emphasis within industr

the ideas came from the incentive agency, it reflected cases where meth-
ods were already well-developed or formalised, such as EMS, or where a 
specific end product was already in view, such as a best practice manual. 

Within projects, targets were not always requested or encouraged. 
Where this did happen, in a few incentives, the administrating authority 
such as SND had made a request for their inclusion in business plans. In 
most cases, targets were qualitative, corresponding more to goals or aspi-
rations, such as to increase environmental knowledge, gain environmental 
management certification, or improve the scope for environmental desti-
nation marketing. Some of these examples adopted quantitative targets 
later on, during project implementation,  

In cases where targets were quantitative from the outset, they included 
figures for energy savings or materials reduction, recycling or waste dis-
posal. This was typified by the EMS specifications, which built into the 
process a requirement to develop further targets each year, so refining the 
process. In some companies, the initial targets were revised during pro-
ject implementation, for example connected to sales and market share, 
responding to market signals. 

Fourteen (60%) of the companies stated that without the incentive 
support, their projects would not have proceeded. On the theme of EMS 
certification, regardless of legal and supplier pressures, several compa-
nies stated that the absence of 

ir participation in the projects. In three other cases, including one re-
lated to new technology, the financial investment was so large that if the 
incentive support had not been forthcoming, the companies would have 
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dismissed the project ideas as impossible. As alternatives, conventional 
banks are not considered to welcome such high-risk projects.   

In one case, the cost savings generated by the project may have pro-
tected the company from bankruptcy. In others, the significance of the 
incentive awards included the production of documentation and evidence 

acking that encouraged other investors, so securing the 
realisation of the project. In other examples, the motivating factor was not 

ces in the survey. In Finland and Norway, all of the beneficiary 
com

ar contact between the government agency or intermediary and 
the

loping ideas 
as 

d especially valuable to companies. 

of public sector b

the finance, but rather the opportunity to become involved in the momen-
tum of an initiative that offered a professional network and a range of 
new contacts, as well as new knowledge and management assistance. 

10.4 Incentive Experience 

In terms of how the incentives were encountered, there were national 
differen

panies learned of the grant and loans through the administrating 
agencies. This was either directly or through activity designed to publi-
cise the incentive.  In each country, the institutions were well known to 
the companies, as was their expertise in the area.  By contrast, the incen-
tives in Denmark and Sweden were mostly discovered though intermedi-
aries such as sectoral organisations, consultants, municipalities, and other 
public sector agencies. This was sometimes part of a drive to meet the 
demands of legislation, and in others as part of special sectoral initiatives 
to promote environmental integration. 

Regul
 companies was a positive feature of most the incentives surveyed.  

This took the form of telephone calls, e-mails, visits by and to agencies, 
and the formal reporting requirements. In some cases, such as GRIP in 
Norway, visits were seen as very important, as the tourism companies 
were taking their first steps in environmental work, and they needed on-
going advice and guidance. A similar experience was recorded with the 
Environmental Design Grant in Sweden, where SVID contacts lead the 
companies through different stages, learning more and deve

the initiative progressed. 
In some cases, such as the Danish Environmental Competence Grant 

and the Swedish Environment-Driven Business Development Grant, the 
networking function by intermediaries had a positive outcome, with the 
companies encountering a range of consultants, business organisations 
and specialists in environmental management certification. This mix of 
expertise and experience prove

The degree of involvement varied. In some cases that were supported 
by direct grants, processes such as certification involved the whole com-
pany, from managers to factory floor staff, and this was judged to have 
been a successful integration. In others where the grants were paid to the 
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organisers rather than the companies, it was considered that the formal 
grant status – including a reporting of results and quantified goals - would 
have generated a better response from employees. 

Risk was raised as an issue, particularly in the Norwegian Environ-
mental Technology Loan. Some beneficiaries believed that SND should 
take greater risks with finance, be less cautious in project selection, and 
act 

the companies had first to find the extra money and operate 
with a greater debt until the applications were processed. 

The approval and implementation of the grants and loans extended 
 to 2004, precluding comparability of 

awards and currencies. The highest grant awards amounted to DKK 

In 

ents were not available, three quarters of the 
com

more as a venture fund.   
Timing of projects and project components was considered a weak-

ness in a few cases. The companies had either to proceed with the inte-
gration process while awaiting guidance, or informative seminars fea-
tured at a late stage in the process, whereas they would have been more 
effective in encouraging participation if conducted at an earlier stage. 

The financial cycle was identified as causing problems, in that the 
need to make payments before claiming the funds through receipts still 
meant that 

over a ten-year period, from 1995

750,000 and NOK 1,800,000. The loans extended to 50 percent of costs, 
but the largest loan of NOK 10 million represented 22 percent of costs. In 
procedural terms, grants and loans were sometimes delivered in a single 
payment, but in others as two, three or even four instalments. In the 
Swedish incentives, the funds were paid to the designers and other 
intermediaries, and grants to the companies were designed only to assist 
them in recovering costs. 

10.5 Environmental Impact 

this section, the various environmental impacts of the incentives, as 
identified by the interviewees, are considered. Table 4 presents a numeri-
cal summary of impacts in ranked order of significance. The following 
categories review the incidence and characteristics of each of those fac-
tors.   

10.5.1 Resource Usage 

The category of resource usage was the highest scoring in the survey. 
Although precise measurem

panies in the case studies stated that they had reduced and improved 
their use of resources. In most cases, this referred to more efficient use of 
energy. This occurred especially in production processes and the mainte-
nance of tourist accommodation with regard to heating, lighting and 
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draughtproofing. It also featured in the form of waste now being used to 
produce energy, and in more energy-efficient transportation. 

Other areas of resource improvement included savings in materials 
through the use of fewer components in products, reduced packaging, and 
effective recycling resulting in less waste. Lower water consumption was 
a benefit as a result both of recycling and resolving problems of leakage. 

Table 4: Incentive Environmental Impacts, in ranked order33 

 Denmark Finland Norway Sweden Total 

 ECG GJG EL ETL SPCG EDG EBDG  
Resource usage 4  2 2 5 2 4 19 
Company profile 

and marketing 
1 1 2 1 3 4 3 15 

Production and 5  4 2 
process methods

 1 1 13 

Waste management 2  2 3 3 1 2 13 
Corporate environmental 

strategy
5 1 1  1 2 2 12 

Supplier links 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 10 
Environmental 

management system 
5    2  1 8 

Other environmental  1 2 1 3  1 8 
impacts 

10.5.2 Company Profile/Marketing 

Two-thirds of the companies stated that project participation had influ-
enc

in the Swedish Environment-Driven Business 
Development Grant, it is still too early for tangible outputs, but some of 
the participants intend to market their new certificates or products as a 

                                                                         

ed or created their environmental profile or marketing image. In cases 
of environmental management systems certification, the new status 
proved an advantage for companies in sectors where this was uncommon, 
but in other sectors the advantage was short-lived, as most competitor 
companies rapidly gained similar status as a sectoral norm. In most com-
panies, the environmental credentials gained have been incorporated into 
a documented environmental profile or into marketing literature, and two 
Norwegian companies made conference presentations specifically to 
promote their environmental transformation.  In cases related to modified 
or new products, such as 

comparative advantage. 

10.5.3 Production/Process Methods 

Most companies stated that the project impacted on production and proc-
ess methods.  In some cases, such as in the Finnish Environmental Loan, 

 
33 The following abbreviations are used for the various grants and loans: GJG - Green Job Grant; 

ECG - Environmental Competence Grant; EL - Environmental Loan; SPCG - Sustainable Production 
and Consumption Grant; ETL - Environmental Technology Loan; EDG - Environmental Design 
Grant; EBDG – Environment-Driven Business Development Grant 
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this was the main focus of the incentive, and identifiable changes ranged 

enting the incentive. 
This occurred mostly in the Norwegian examples, which related to activi-
ties involving improved waste separation and sorting, waste minimisa-
tion, recycling and c o . In ne of these cases, 30 percent less 
waste was produced, with a corresponding redu ion of 60 percent in 
waste di . In comparison, the Finnish Environmental Loan 
produced instances where 80 percent of previous waste metals were now 
recy d etals partly cycled, and in anot r cas
percent reduction in waste has occurred as a result of improved quality 
control i . ntic ted ents lude a rec
cling/exchange initiative between companies, and investigations into 
was ecy ling utine  

10.5.5 Corporate Environmental Strategy 

Half of the surveyed companies produced environmental strategies as part 

ject implementation. These related to environmentally sustainable desti-
nati

.  

from new strategies to modify existing methods to direct changes to proc-
essing techniques, materials selection and application, recycling and the 
efficient use of energy. Similar improvements were recorded in other 
cases, such as reducing the number of components used in the production 
process, investing in new, improved technology, and in one company 
even extending into reorganising the logistics of production with regard 
to internationalisation. In addition, several companies found the impact 
was more focused on their products, making them more environment-
friendly. 

10.5.4 Waste Management 

Just over half of the companies indicated that aspects of waste manage-
ment had been improved as a direct result of implem

omp sti gn  o
ct

sposal osc ts

cled  with pain, te  m  re he e a 15-20 

n production  A ipa future developm inc d y-

te disposal and r c  ro s.

of incentive implementation. In the Danish Environmental Competence 
Grant, for example, all five supported companies either produced a cor-
porate environmental strategy or improved an existing strategy as part of 
the required process for EMS certification. In separate cases, the grant 
had been sought precisely to support development of a new strategy and 
company direction, and in a waste project the grant became the first step 
in the development of an environmental strategy.  

Other approximations included the introduction of ecological aspects 
from the product strategy into a business plan, which was not equivalent 
to a separate corporate environmental strategy, but nonetheless formed a 
strategic recognition of environmental factors. In a number of tourism 
projects, environmental visions, rather than strategies, evolved from pro-

ons, building with local wood and materials, serving local produce in 
restaurants, and becoming a regional leading company environmentally
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10.5.6 Supplier Links 

Just under half of the companies cited impacts with regard to suppliers, 
and these were of two types. In most cases, it meant persuading existing 

practices to match the new environ-
mental awareness of the company. This included imposing conditions on 

tion was drawn to the balancing act and negotia-
tion required when clients make environmental demands that the com-

s suppliers. 

10.5.8 Other Environmental Impacts 

mpacts were recorded. These 
included the introduction of a new certified ecological product onto the 

he development of en-
vironmental ethic means that a special committee now reports back regu-

suppliers to change or improve their 

new contracts, for example stating that organic soils should be used, en-
couraging the re-use of packaging materials, and persuading suppliers to 
reduce the paper flow by working primarily with e-mail. In one case, the 
company expected its suppliers to match its own environmental perform-
ance requirements.  

In other instances, where the impact meant moving to new suppliers 
that complied with environmental standards, the methods used included 
providing a standard questionnaire for suppliers to complete to verify 
their credentials. Other lasting impacts included an annual review and 
appraisal of supplier links. In companies that already had an environ-
mental capacity, where suppliers were already instructed to meet envi-
ronmental criteria, atten

pany must then impose on it

10.5.7 Environmental Management Systems 

A third of the companies used the incentive to investigate the scope for 
environmental management system certification.  The majority were fun-
ded through the Danish Environmental competence Grant, where all five 
companies implemented an accredited EMS, in one case as preparation 
for the ISO 14001 standard. In another exceptional case, a hotel group in 
Norway gained a Green Globe certificate from the World Travel and 
Tourism Council, and then subsequently progressed to attain the Nordic 
Ecolabel, EMAS and ISO 14001 certificates, with the European Ecolabel 
as the next target. 

A number of additional environmental i

Danish market, improvements to working environments that safeguard 
the health of employees, and relocation of manufacturing activities to a 
waterfront site. In the latter case, the direct access for loading and unload-
ing meant that the environmental impacts of business expansion were 
more effectively contained.  

Other enduring effects comprise an on-going educational process 
through seminars, programmes and routines to integrate environmental 
thinking into business practice. In one company, t
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lar

 Impact 

With regard to economic impacts on companies, it is more difficult to 
 impacts, particularly since the companies did not 

ves were able to identify new 
bu

Environmental certification was also perceived as having attracted 
new business.  In one instance, a large commission from a public institu-

 the environmental manage-

ertification means that it has been 
active in declining new business judged inappropriate on environmental 
grounds. 

ly to employees on company performance, and staff have become di-
rectly engaged with the company’s various initiatives. 

In certain tourism destinations, experience has shown that even though 
the staff members originally trained through the incentive have now left, 
the knowledge base has been retained and the regional image of an envi-
ronment-conscious destination has become a permanent feature. 

10.6 Economic

identify the individual
always separate interconnected themes. Consequently, a table similar to 
the environmental impacts presentation cannot be constructed, and this 
section has a discursive content addressing the themes of business oppor-
tunities, employment levels, performance/operating efficiency and other 
economic impacts. 

10.6.1 Business Opportunities and Market Share 

Companies in receipt of most of the incenti
siness opportunities arising from project implementation, and these 

were often converted into a larger market share. In a number of cases, this 
meant an expansion to accommodate international clients, especially in 
Western Europe and Central and Eastern Europe, whereas other compa-
nies used the opportunity to consolidate domestic markets. For example, 
one of the Norwegian beneficiaries was commissioned to undertake an 
environmental information promotional tour, addressing sectoral organi-
sations, and this demonstration of expertise attracted substantial new 
business from across the country. 

tion was directly related to the attainment of
ment systems qualification. This advantage resulted from the relative 
absence of such certifications in the sector, and the requirement for public 
authorities to place orders with certified suppliers.  In a similar outcome, 
another company believed that the improvements to the work environ-
ment, in terms of increased safety and environmental control, had suffi-
ciently impressed German clients to increase the company’s status and 
competitiveness in that market. 

In one case, a contrasting scenario resulted, as the company’s new en-
vironmental code derived from the c
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10.6.2 Employment Levels 

Eleven companies recorded an increase in employment levels as a direct 
consequence of receiving the environmental incentive. In the Danish 
Green Jobs Grant, the main purpose of the grant was to increase employ-
ment through facilitating hiring of additional staff, and this was achieved 
in each of the companies. The scale of increase was small, representing 
only 1-2 persons in each case, but it was considered strategically impor-
tant in supporting expansion amongst environmental sector SMEs.  In 
ano

 the 
creation of one new job, which was a temporary position, and a new out-
door activities company. External employment impacts were also identi-

to conduct a range of analyses and monitor-
ing activities. These competences were not local, but instead engaged 

Companies generally found it difficult to distinguish between increased 
sales resulting from incentive activity and from other, perhaps unrelated 

 beneficiary companies 

 percent to 100 percent 
of 

ther Danish example, within the Environmental Competence Grant, 
one company hired an additional employee to manage environmental 
matters, following up on its recent EMS certification. 

In Finland, small increases in employment occurred in two companies 
that received the Environmental Loan. These represented between one 
and three new full-time staff. 

The Norwegian grant and loan together supported employment in-
creases in four companies. In the manufacturing businesses, this 
amounted to increases of up to five persons to operate new production 
lines. In the tourism sector, the increases were more modest, with

fied, as specialists were hired 

from other areas. 
In Sweden, the nature of the incentive knowledge transfer did not 

translate into immediate employment impacts, being focused more on 
environmental design and product modification.  

10.6.3 Performance/Operating Efficiency 

factors. Nevertheless, approximately half of the
registered an increase in overall profitability that they believed was 
linked to project implementation.  In some cases, the profits were sub-
stantial enough to absorb the effect of low returns through price increases 
on international markets. 

Improvements were identified in operating efficiency through reduc-
tions in costs. These factors had directly enhanced competitiveness, for 
instance by simultaneously improving the quality of products while low-
ering production prices. Through these changes, two Norwegian manu-
facturing companies gained a position of dominance or monopoly within 
Norway, in one case reflecting an increase from 80

market share, edging out smaller and less competent competitors. 
In another example, the introduction of recycling saved costs of trans-

porting waste materials to disposal sites, while bringing additional in-
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come through the sale of waste to recycling companies. New technology 
also allowed faster production and heightened efficiency. In some cases, 
the attainment of EMS certificates impacted positively on sales and over-
all profitability, although in one instance this comparative advantage 
seems already to have been lost, as other companies have gained equal 
certification. 

In the tourism sector, in relation to the Sustainable Production and 
Co

efit would be forthcoming in years ahead, as their new envi-
ronmental credentials make an impact on market share. 

on processes and working methods to bring corporate and 
env

spective on their operations, and in some 
cas

ronmental knowledge that had brought them to 
the

ight relate to projects 
seeking new or expanded technology, for example, where the incentive 

nvironment-friendly options. 
 associated experience discour-

nsumption Grant, the main benefits of the projects appeared to have 
been that companies are now more effective in saving money, rather that 
generating new income. Several companies anticipated that greater eco-
nomic ben

10.7 Associated Outcomes 

10.7.1 Environmental Learning 

A range of environmental learning outcomes resulted from implementa-
tion of the incentives.  Overall, most companies found that participation 
promoted increased interest in environmental issues and a perception that 
this field of activity is worth further investment of time and resources.  

The types of learning included factors such as identifying and under-
standing environmental impacts more broadly, exercising greater control 
over producti

ironmental benefits, and reducing environmentally inefficient activi-
ties, particularly through increased knowledge of materials recycling. 
Companies changed their per

es these first steps assisted them in seeing potential for very practical 
contributions to sustainable development.  

For certain companies, the learning process that was launched with the 
incentive has continued into formal environmental education for employ-
ees, and it features in salary and career development appraisals. For oth-
ers, the changes in perceptions and attitudes mean that all of the staff now 
engages in environmental considerations.  

In several examples, there was no appreciable learning. Reasons for 
this included previous envi

 incentive initially, or because the beneficiaries were primarily inter-
ested in the economic gains of company development, and the environ-
mental dimension had been coincidental. This m

represented a windfall gain that promoted e
In a few cases, the new knowledge and

aged companies from seeking further environmental credentials. In one 
example, where meeting market demands was perceived as the priority, 
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this was hindered by constraints of certification, resulting in a reversion 
to non-ecological products.  In another case, the lack of synchronisation 
between markets and regulatory systems encouraged the conclusion that 
investments in EMS certifications were not worth pursuing.   

Although the learning experience was confined to small units or indi-
vid

mpany’s new learning lead to a subsequent risk analysis that 
pro

ls, job-creation and business development. In a 
nu

ted to bring 
very positive reactions from clients and tangible benefits to the compa-
nies, it resulted instead in a distrust of large corporations and dissatisfac-

hat claimed to favour subcontractors 
with high environmental management standards. Certifications often 
require high fees and considerable investments of time, especially for 

over does not materialise, it undermines 

uals in a number of the surveyed projects, other examples exist in 
which the whole company became involved and enthusiastic. Both types 
occurred within projects funded by the Swedish Environment-Driven 
Business Development Grant, where in one case only three people from 
product development were involved, and yet in another the whole com-
pany was involved in the certification process, with tangible changes to 
production processes and office activities. Similarly, in one Finnish ex-
ample, the co

duced a certified quality system, with broad participation from man-
agement and the factory workforce. 

10.7.2 Expectations and Results 

Overall, most companies were satisfied that the results of participation 
met their expectations related to objectives. These particularly included 
cost savings, recycling goa

mber of these cases, the outcomes exceeded expectations, and unfore-
seen benefits also occurred, such as new sectoral networks of linked 
companies. However, there were also a number of instances where com-
panies were disappointed with the implementation and results. 

For some companies, the impact of environmental certification was 
lower than expected. Whereas the new status was anticipa

tion with public sector agencies t

SMEs, and if the increased turn
the commercial value of undertaking environmental investment. 

In another instance related to certification, it was expected that the 
project would lead to EMS qualification, but it transpired that the incen-
tive supported only preparatory efforts to launch the certification proce-
dure. 

In general, technical aspects of projects appear to have been fulfilled, 
but achievement of the economic and participatory elements, primarily in 
the tourism sector, were less in evidence. In another case related to envi-
ronmental design, the company employees resisted the change in attitude, 
creating obstacles to the fulfilment of the new approach and effective 
environmental integration. 

 



 

 



1

 

s sustainable development.  In a number of instances, it is 
evi

nce that favours environmental inte-
gration.  
 
• As would be anticipated, the primary impacts from environmental 

incentives comprise positive change in environmental dimensions of 
company practices.  

 
The eligibility is very broad in terms of subject coverage, relating to envi-
ronmental management, construction, resource usage, the production 
process, waste management, recycling, business strategy, product design, 
lifecycle assessment, tourism management and hotel accommodation, 
amongst other themes. Immediate benefits are realised, for example 
through implementing environmental management systems and new or 
improved technologies. Other projects have a longer-term perspective 
before returns are identifiable, such as investments in tourism destina-
tions, environmental design and training initiatives. 
 
• In addition to readily measurable impacts, environmental incentives 

have contributed to raising environmental awareness amongst SMEs 
and engendered a greater sense of environmental responsibility. 

 
The experience of working with environmental incentives has affected 
attitudes and perceptions in a form that can be expected to modify man-
agement practices for years ahead, supporting a convergence that regula-
tion alone cannot secure. Following the philosophy that profit can be 
made from transition, based on being in the forefront of development, this 
public sector encouragement and support of transition in companies relies 

1. Conclusions  

• Amongst public sector assistance for industry, environmental 
incentives in the Nordic countries are supporting a range of 
environmental investments which, in many cases, would not otherwise 
be realised.   

In this respect, they have a strategic role in promoting good practice 
within SMEs and contributing to the overall transition of Nordic econo-
mies toward

dent that the assisted projects would find alternative funding sources, 
most notably the investments in production technology, but receipt of 
environmental incentive means that the investment could be steered to-
wards choices and directions that most benefit the environment. In other 
words, the availability of the incentives effectively creates scope for pub-
lic sector agencies to exercise influe
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investment, the greater the disillusionment, if rewards are not forthcom-

on persuasion rather than pressure, and its outcomes may foster attitudes 
sympathetic to concepts such as environmental stewardship. 
 
• Nordic environmental incentives have had identifiable economic 

impacts on company performance. 
 
The scale of impact varies with sector, size and focus of the project.  
Whereas themes such as cost savings represent an obvious and accepted 
target where impacts are measurable and can be substantial, job creation 
and product promotion are areas where economic gains tend to be more 
modest or longer term. The exceptions to these categories comprise tech-
nological enhancements in the manufacturing sector, where the project 
ideas have originated from the economic premise that improved or ex-
panded production facilities will increase turnover and profits. Neverthe-
less, across the supported sectors, the indicators reveal that SMEs in re-
ceipt of environmental incentives are improving their performance and 
becoming more competitive and sustainable.  
 
• The administration and management of environmental incentives 

appears well conducted by agencies and intermediaries, though 
beneficiaries are not satisfied with all aspects of intervention. 

 
A considerable amount of expertise and management skills have been 
accumulated in the administering agencies, building important relation-
ships with companies and establishing communication and trust that often 
continues long after the grant or loan has been concluded. In many in-
stances, this forms the beginning of a working interaction that benefits 
both parties.  However, methods and effectiveness vary between institu-
tions, and SMEs have been disadvantaged by lack of knowledge of incen-
tives, by appraisal systems that favour single deadlines rather than open 
submission procedures, meaning that high-quality projects may be denied 
support, and by extended delays in the delivery of finance or guidance.  
 
• Following project implementation, outcomes do not always match 

expectations, discouraging some beneficiaries from making further 
environmental investments. 

 
With regard to benefits that might arise from projects, disappointments 
have mostly concerned economic rather than environmental factors. Par-
ticipant SMEs are prepared to commit funds to environmental improve-
ment, but their agreement is often based on the assumption of early re-
turns for their investment of time and money. The longer the period be-
tween these two events, the more unwilling companies may become to 
engage in further environmental ventures. In addition, the greater the 
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ing. In some instances, this scenario has been exacer
propriate responses from major public

bated by lack of ap-
 and private sector clients that de-

mand high environmental credentials. 
 
• SMEs perceive that there is uncertainty regarding the future form and 

scale of environmental incentives, but they consider that these 

 
Wi
mental subsidies can be an obvious instrument to dismiss when financial 
utbacks are scheduled, as occurred most visibly in Denmark in recent 

schemes should be continued and receive a higher profile. 

th changes in governments, ministers and policy priorities, environ-

c
years. Furthermore, in comparison to other EU member states, the Nordic 
countries have maintained a higher proportion of grants than loans, and 
policy revisions are anticipated in this sphere, potentially favouring tax 
concessions.  For SMEs, stability in policy programmes is important, and 
greater commitment to environmental incentives would be welcomed. 
Rather than diminishment, companies favour a higher profile for incen-
tive availability, more extensive reporting of achievements, and cross-
sectoral initiatives to foster greater appreciation of the merits of environ-
mental integration. 
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Appendix 2: Nordic Environmental Incentives  

nvironmental Incentives for SMEs in Denmark 

ment frame 
d 

Rates 
Evaluation 

Summary Tabel  

E

Theme Instru- Time- Objectives Core Criteria SME Awar

Environ-
entCom-

Grant 1999-
2003 

Increase 
environmental 
management 
skills in pur-

d 
vel-

 
nt. 

Previous 
knowledge of 
environmental 
management, 
staff commit-
ment, how 

achieved, 
impact on 

pany 
development. 

Up to 50% of 
eligible expen-
diture, and a 
maximum of 
DKK 300,000. 

Annual reports 
available for 
1999-2001 
operation.   
Self-evaluation 
reports com-
pleted by 
beneficiary 
companies. 

m
petence 

chasing an
product de
opment through results will be 
to lifecycle
assessme

com

Green Grant 1997- Create new 
Jobs 2001 environment-

dly jobs for  frien
people on 

 
market innova-
tive environ-
mental tech-
nology. 

Contribution to 
environmental 
improvement, 
sustainable job 
creation, 
address a new 
theory or 
product, growth 
potential, 
demonstration 

ther 
ects. 

For job-
creation, up to 
50% of costs, 
between DKK 
350-750,000; 
for environ-
mental tech-
nology grants 
over DKK 
600,000. 

in 1999 and 
2001 focused 
on business-
economic 
impacts, envi-
ronmental 
impacts and 
social gains in 
qualifica-
tions/skills. 

labour market 
periphery, and

value for o
proj

Energy Grant 1993- Enco
Effi iency 
 

purchase of 
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nology, es

c
urage 

 prede-
d list of 

16 approved 
categories. 
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ti-
ct 

on CO2 reduc-
tion, investment 
payback pe-
riod. 
 

Up to 26% of 
project costs, 
and a maxi-
mum of DKK 
10 million. 

Evaluation 
carried out in 
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on the reduc-
tion of CO2 
emissions 
achieved in 
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technology mated impa
from a
termine
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financial upper 
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En ironmental Incentives for Sv MEs in Finland  

tives Core Criteria SME Award 
Rates 

Evaluation Theme Instru- Time- Objec
ment frame 

Environ- Grant 1996- Support 
mental 
Protection  

development 
of new tech-

the 

ies, 
ms 

applications or 
forms of co-
operation and 
good practice. 

Initiation of 
development 
activity, ex-
pected envi-
ronmental 
benefits, 
innovative 
character, job-
creation 
potential, 
technical 
feasibility. 

Between 50% 
and 100% of 
project costs, 
with a lower 
financial 
threshold of 
EUR 17,000. 

Comprehen-
sive evaluation 
planned for 
2002. Single 
region evalua-
tion has 
examined 
environmental 
benefit and 
employment 
impact. 

nolog
syste

Environ-
mental 
Protection 

Loan 1997- 
 

Awaken 
environmental 
responsibility 
in SMEs 
related to 
competitive-
ness, new 
products and 
specialisation 
in environ-
mental tech-
nology. 
 

Company size 
(maximum of 
250 for loan 
and 100 for 
loan guaran-
tee) risk 
assessment 
(low rating 
from invest-
ment grading 
system for 
guarantee), 
financial base, 
environmental 
analysis. 

Level of 
interest set 
below market 
rate. Typical 
award is 
around EUR 
175,000, but 
there is no 
upper limit 
financially.   

Evaluation 
carried out by 
the European 
Investment 
Fund, but with 
a restricted 
focus on EU 
level of activ-
ity. 

Energy 
Conserva-
tion  

 

Grant 1992- Support 
energy effi-
ciency sur-
veys, energy 
audits of 
production 
facilities and 
buildings, 
preparation of 
action plans to 
increase 
efficiency, and 
energy in-
vestments. 

Participation in 
energy con-
servation 
agreements, 
conventional 
quality criteria. 

For energy 
audits, up to 
50% of eligible 
or actual 
costs.  For 
conventional 
or advanced 
technology, up 
to 10% or 30% 
respectively.  
Award limit of 
EUR 83,000.  

A number of 
energy con-
servation 
agreements 
have been 
evaluated, 
reviewing 
project im-
pacts on CO2 
emissions and 
energy costs. 
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Environmental Incentives for SMEs in Norway 

Theme Instru- Time- Objectives Core Criteria SME Award Evaluation 
ment frame Rates 

Sustainable Grant 1992- 
Production 

Develop and 
test methods to 

communicate 
ds 

to enterprises, 
S 

New technol-
ogy and inno-

ve content, 
wledge 

transfer, evi-

demand, 

Up to 50% of 
project costs, 
with no upper 
limit financially. 
Average 

between 30-

Internal evalua-
tions have 
modified project 
selection 
criteria.  Impact 

es 
will be evalu-

and Con-
sumption  

improve eco-
efficiency, 

vati
kno

these metho

support EM
certification. 

dence of 

expected 
environmental 
impact, com-
petitive attrib-
utes.  

awards are 

40%. 

on compani

ated during 
2002. 

Environ-
mental 
Technology 

Grant 1990-
1996 
 

leaner 

s 

technical 

ew 

eligible costs in 
designated 
regions in the 
north, and up to 
35% elsewhere 

. 

t 

overall per-
formance, but 

Support c
production 
assessment
and pilot 
projects, seek 

solutions for a 
sustainable 
industrial 
sector.  

Environmental 
problem tack-
led, innovative 
content in n
or existing 
technology, 
knowledge 
transfer capac-
ity, emissions 
reduction. 

Up to 40% of 

in Norway

The mos
recent evalua-
tion was in 
1995, reviewing 

not company 
impacts. 
 

Environ-
mental 
Technology  
 

Loan 1998-
2000 

ent in 
-

reduces emis-
sions of green-

 

co-

ated 

w 
f 

lly 1-4%, 
 

 

alua-

sing 
cumulative 
impact of loans 

ed 

Promote 
investment or 
developm
environment
friendly tech-
nology that 

house gases,
amongst 
others.  

Emissions 
reduction 
capacity, e
efficiency and 
resource 
efficiency, 
innovative 
content rel
to new technol-
ogy or ne
applications o
existing 
technology.  

Level of interest 
initia
latterly raised to
4.6%.  No 
upper limit 
financially. 

Internal ev
tion prepared 
as report for 
Ministry of 
Environment, 
apprai

and associat
investments. 

Renewable 
Energy 

 

Grant 1997- 

a-
-

le energy 

rs 
nt 
t 

 
ved, and the 

f the 

Up to 60% for 
private sector 
projects.  
Average 
awards are 

 
e 

energy saved, 

s 
ot 

Support energy 
efficiency 
through cre
tion of renew
ab
capacity. 

Major facto
are the amou
of energy tha
would be
sa
innovative 
content o
project. 

around NOK 
200,000. 

An evaluation 
derived a 
performance
ratio for th

but environ-
mental benefit
were n
explored. 
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Environmental Incentives for SMEs in Sweden  

Theme Instru-
men

ime-
rame 

Objectives Core Criteria SME Award 
Rates 

Evaluation 

Environ-
mental 
Manage-
ment  

1
1998 

nvi-

s 

, 
si-

s-
as envi-

Grant 996- Stimulate the 
development 
of high e
ronmental 
awarenes
amongst 
SMEs, espe-
cially through 
EMS. 

Sectoral base, 
well estab-
lished locally
project fea
bility, value-
added, acce
sibility of 
documenta-
tion. 

For networks 
only, up to 
50% of project 
costs, SEK 
500,000 w
rarely ex-
ceeded. 

Evaluation has 
focused on 
company 
experiences, 
but not 
ronmental and 
economic 
impacts. 

Environ-
mental 
Design  

Grant 1997-
2000 
 

Devise new 
methods or 
tools for 

e-

od 

se, 

y, 

enta-

For networks 
only, up to 
50% of project 

s 
up on 

project objec-
t product d

sign, modify 
existing 
methods, 
promote go
practice. 

Sectoral ba
well estab-
lished locall
project feasi-
bility, value-
added, acces-
sibility of 
docum
tion. 

costs. 

Evaluation ha
followed 

tives, but no
environmental 
and economic 
impacts. 

Environ-
ment-Driven 
Business 
Develop-
ment 
 

Grant 2001- n the 

ng 

nd products 
and initiating 
on-going EMS 
improvements. 

ng EMS, 

-
i-

ral 

ility of 

ot 

SEK 100,000 
upper limit, up 
to 50% for 
main projects, 
with SEK 
100,000 upper 
limit. 

n 
Strengthe
competitive 
ability of SMEs 
by introduci
sustainability 
to operations 
a

Existi
quality sys-
tems experi
ence, env
ronmental 
products 
focus, secto
base, well 
established 
locally, project 
feasibility, 
value-added, 
accessib
documenta-
tion. 

For networks 
only, up to 
100% for pil
studies, with 

No evaluation 
has take
place yet. 

Renewable 
Energy 

 

Grant 1997- 

ty 

ave 

generation, 
estimated 
cost-efficiency. 

f 

y 
ts 

Increase 
renewable 
energy capac-
ity in electrici
production, 
especially 
wind and w
power. 

Scale of 
electricity 

Up to 10% o
eligible costs, 
with no upper 
limit finan-
cially. 

 

Quantitative 
evaluation 
features in 
compan
annual repor
only. 
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